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university braces for state budget cuts
by Marci Owen
n~:ws ~:<.litor

The Kentucky 1-l{)u::.e nf Representatives and Senate have
approved the state budget. and
University officials ure preparing for a 2.6-pcrccnt cut in funding and rising tuition costs.
In a lerter sent to faculty
members Tucstlny night, Faculty Regent Terry Strieter wrote
that tuition will increuse somewhere between 14 and 18 per-

cent.
'This is a bare-bones budget,"
Strieter wrote. "It rene(.;ts sacrifices on the administrative sitlc
anti the academic side:·
At Tuesday's Bo•m.l of
Regents meeting, Student Government Association Presitlent
Jace Rabe said although a
tuition increase is inevitable. he
is hopeful the increase will be
nominal.
University President P. King
Alexander said no university is

more committed to Jow tuition
than Murray State.
"(Our tuition) is 20 percent
below the national public-university average." Alexander
said. ''Murray State i~ currently
at I 0 percent below the Kentucky state average for tuition.
We have fought to keep our
tuition low. and we have done a
good job."
Alexander said tOO much
emphasis is placed on percentages in tuition-increase discus-

sions.
•1'he disparities are so witle
today that the dollars are important, not the percentages.'' he
saitl. "When (our tuition is)
below (the University of Tennessee at Marlin's), and (UTMartin) has a 12-percent
increase, and we were to have a
16-percent increase. they w~uld
actually be raising their tuition
more. That's what I think we

2002-2003

2003-2004
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Orville Herndon/The News

Coach Fields
announces
resignation
by Chris Jung
sror(/i editor

Karri Wurth/The News

(Left) Pamela Gray, graduate student from Mur ray, and her
daugftter, Isabelle Duar te-Gray, protest at the rally Wednesday.
(Above) Students make and display 5igos protesting various aspects
of the situation with Iraq.

a moment
.
ofpeace. • •
Karri Wurth/T he News

Speakets express concerns about possible war
by Adam L Mathis
wire editor
Standing on a dmir in from of the Curris
Center, Maryalice Bighinatri looked out
over her audience of approximmely 60 people and led chants of "Let the U.N. do their
job."
Bighinatti. a Navy vetenm, organized
Wednesday's peace rally. which wa~ held
from II :30 a.m. to I :30 p.m. She said she
wants to infonn others about the situation
with Iraq and encourage prayer for the ~ol·
dic:rs deployed.
•
Standing b<.'sidc a table accepting donations for "))(lctors without Borders," Bighinatti saic.lthe United States government had
denied giving vuccmation~ t{) soldiers for
biological wenpons und denied the existenceofGulfWarsyndrome. a disea.~ contrncted during the 1991 Iraqi wnflict.

"What are we going to do for those soldiers when they walk into Baghdad and are
hit with what they are going to be hit with,"
Bighinatti saiJ. "We have had friends C<lme
home from the (Gulf W~tr) and die."
After Bighin:.ttti spoke. Rev. Ray Getz. of
St. Leo's Catholic Church iook the podium
and told the Biblical l>tory of Jonah and
Jonah's calling the people of Nineveh to
repentance. GctJ. said it was a peaceful and
just example from \\hich people could
learn.
"Real. true justicC' the prophets were
willing to die for, but n<lt willing to kill for
it," Getz said. "If you want p!ace- shalom
- you have to work for justke.
"If we belong to a society that is unjust in
any way, then we "han: in that.''
Therese Saint Paul, assbtant professor of
modem languages and a Uclgium native.
spoke next and said the French unt.l Ger-

mans. who have fought numerous wars, are
favoring peace because they ha\'e experienced warfare on the home front.
''They (French and Gennans) nrc showing that they are learning from their mistakes.'' Saint Paul said.
She also said American foreign-policy
tactics will foster more terrorism and
e:;trange the United Stares from the rest of
the world.
"The only civiliLed reply ... of a civi·
lized, top nation is diplomacy," Saint Paul
said.
Bill Schell, a<;sociate professor of history. ul~o spoke! and said the Unit~d States
lost the chance to fight poverty and cure
other evils in the world by alienating
friendly nations after Sep. II with foreignpolicy decision~ that cut the United States
off from the world.
"You can't do it if you have a room· tern-

perature IQ in the White House,'' Schell
said.
Although the speakers' me~sages drew
cheers and applause, some passing students
did not agree with the "Let the U.N. do
their job" chant.
Lee Coursey, senior from Russellville,
said, "The U.N. is not doing their job; that
is why the U.S. is trying to."
Other students saw the mlly as an opportunity to change the world. Levi Burkett.
senior from luka, Ill., said he hoped the
mlly mtght influence people and in tum
influenct.• national policy.
"'llll~ pUrp<lliC of \\- hy I am here is to ...
infonn those people who are riding on the
fence," Burkett said.
Kevin Binfield, associate professor of
English, Roman Shapla, senior from Murray, and Abdullah El-bannan. senior from
Egypt. alsu ~poke at the event.

Regents approve fee increases for 2003-04 year
by Melissa Kilcoyne
:-taff writer
Students will notice an increase in
next fall as a rcl.ult of items
approved by the Board of Regents on
Tuesday.
The Board nppmved fee increases for
parkmg tags. hoard plan:;, mom rates,
Web elas~es and tr~tlitional clas:-.es.
There will he a 1.5-percent increase 1n
boarJ plans, a 3.5-perccnt increase <ln
residential-college room rates and a 2.5pcn:ent increase on College Couns rates.
The Board has not yet tinalizcd percentage increases for tuition rates.
fee~

In audition ro the general increases.
several agriculture cl:tsscs will hnve
increased course fees ne,xt fall, although
the Board voted to delete course fees for
an cla<;ses.
Regents Chair Sid Easley said yearly
increa~es are not ubnormul: Western
Kentucky University has an automatic
yearly increase of 5 percent.
Jace Rabc, Student Government Asso·
ciation president. \ote<l against all pro·
posed increa~es and ~aid he under~tands
the difticulties srudcms face when dealing with tuition and lee increases.
''It is diffi:ult, e:-pecinlly for those studems who are putting themselves

through :;chool, to pay the additionnl
fees," Rabe said. "I want to make the
burden of receiving an education ... the
most affordable that it can be. I want
every student to have the opportunity to
un education."
University President F. King Alexander said he did not believe the increases
would have long-term negative effects.
"We're one of the lowest (in tuition
and fees) that there is. and it ha:-on't
affected other institutions,'' Alexander
said.
Although room, board and tuition
rates increase every year. this is the first
year since the fall of 1998 lhat fees for

parking tags have been raised: parking
tags will be"$35 for Stewart Stadium and
$55 for other locations, Easley said.
"Parking fees arc used exclusively for
the purchase of property and the maintenance of that property," Easley said. ·•so
all of the parking tees go into buying
property and maintaining the property
areas that you have."
Easley s<~id pmperty around the University is often costly hecausc it involves
purchasing und destroying a house.
''Buying property that surrounds the
Univer:.ity is oftentimes mther expen-

see FEES I 14

Following the longest couching tenure in
Murray State women's basketball history. Head
Coach Eddie Ficl<ls (80-165) has resigned from
his position within the uthletics department.
Fields has more wins than any coach in program history. He led the Racers to a schoolrecord II Ohio Valley Conference win:. in
1999-2000 and a tte for third p1acc 1n the
league.
Th.is season, Fields led Murray State to an 820 mark, including a 4-12 record in the conference. The Racers were defeated 75-54 by No.
1-rnnked Austin Peay in the OVC Tournament
quarterfinals March 4, ending the team's season.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison sajd he cannot comment on personal issues regarding the
matter. but did wish Fields well.
"We wish Eddie the best of luck in whatever
he decides to do," Dennison said.
Senior guard Khadija Heat! said the coach's
decision came as a surprist".
'1'hcre reully wasn't anything different abom
this year than last year or any other year,'' Head
said. "He never really gave any indication that
he would make th<lt move."
Senior forwartl Beth Schnakenberg said she
had an inkling an announc-ement was on the
way. Schnukenbcrg saitl a team meeting was
called prior to Fields' official decision.
"We had heard some rumors," Schnakenberg '
said. "But you never really know what to
believe. (Fieltls) was kind of down: he really
had a rough year off the court, too. You could
definitely tell n difference from last year:·
Fields' Murray State career began on the
men· s team. Fields served as assistant coach
from 1991-93 before taking the rei!:,rnS of the
women· steam the followrng season. Fields also
was women'.; assistant coach ami men's assistalll nnd interim head coach nt Drake University hetween 1989·1991.
Fieh..ls attended anti pluyed for the University
of Ok lohoma (I 974-77) before joining the
Harlem Globetrotters in 1978. At Oklahoma,
Fields cur·ned four letter:;. was a two-time AllBig Eight Conference honoree in back-to-bacl..yeurs ( 1975-76. I 976-77) and served as team
captain while starting all four years.
Drafted by the Chicago Bulls in 1977. Fields
opted to join the world-famous Globetrotters,
where he uctluired the name "Fa:.t Eddie"
Fields for his dribbling skills., Fields played in
more than 260 games a year for five years with
the traveling team, playing in more than 40
countries and nil' 50 states.
·
There hns been no announcement as to who
the new head coach might be. Once that transition rakes place, n new system will likely be
established within the program. Head said the
move will be gootl for the team.
"It will be a positive siluation," Head said. "It
will give everyone u fresh stan, and people who
didn't pl:ly last year will huve a chance to show
what they can do, and those who did start will
have to earn back their spot. It basically will
tlepend on whatever I he rlnyers make nut of the
situutil'ln.''
Schuakenberg agreed.
"We've strugglctl u little bit over the past few
years. so there's nowhere to go from here but
up,'' Schnakenberg said. "The transition should
not be that difficult because it's all basketball.
If they can't get used to it, then maybe some of
the players don'l need to be there."
Fields was unavailable for comment at press
time.
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Accounting department holding
tax-assistance program
Thursday, March 6

The department of accounting and
Beta Alpha Psi is providing free incometax preparation for moderate-income
taxpayers, senior citizens and Murray
State students and employees from noon
until 4 p.m. every Friday through April
11, except March 14 and 21.
Anyone interested should bring their
2002 W·2s, 1099s, social-security cards
· and a completed 2001 tax return, if possi·
ble.
For more infomlation, phone 762·4193.

12:10 a.m. A caller reported an indi·
vidual urinating on a vehicle in the
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
12:51 p.m. A caller reported a lost
jogging jacket.
2:46p.m. A caller reported a missing
scooter. A report was taken.
7:31 p.m. A caller requested an offi·
cer ~:heck on a wild party.
9:53 p.m. A caller reported the
license plate was missing from his
vehicle in the Regents College park·
ing lot.

Carrie Newcomer to play
farrell Recital Hall this month

friday, March 7

Carrie Newcomer will perform live in
concert at 8 p.m. March 27 in the Farrell
Recital Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Ccn·
ter.
Tickets are $5 for students and $10 for
the general public.
For ticket information, phone 762-3140.

. Campus Internet services
to shut down for maintenance
Information Systems will perform
maintenance and upgrades to the University network and firewall beginning
March 19 until 8 a.m. March 21.
Users on either the campus network
or ResNet will be unable to browse the
Web, check e-mail or use campus network resources such as Blackboard and
Racemet during that time.

Student financial-aid applications
for 2003·04 due April 1
The student deadline for 2003·04 financial aid is April 1.
Financiol aid includes grants, loans
and student employment.
Prospective or currently enrolled stu·
dents planning to receive aid should sub·
mit applications to the Student Financial
Aid Office in the basement of Sparks
Hall.
I

Government agencies discover
additional weapons in residence
The Murray and Paducah police
departments returned to a residence on
Main Street on Friday and removed
additional explosive devices and other
weapons.
The first discovery of weapons
• occurred Feb. 21 . Grenades, a rocket

Adam Cecil/ /he News

Sarah Beth Cates, freshman from Halls, Tenn., jogs in front of the Business and
Public Affairs Building after her classes Monday afternoon.
launcher and hazardous chemicals were
removed from 1405 W. Main Street.
Priday, explosive disposal units
returned in response to a tip received by
the Calloway County Sheriff's Departm<'nt and ~<eized 13 grenades, two auto·
matic weapons and other explosive
devices.

Engineering society sponsoring
book collection for military
The Murray State Environmentill
Engineering Technology Society, in
cooperation with the Calloway County
Library, is collecting books tor ~ort
Campbell soldiers and airmen deployed
overseas.
Collection sites will be st~t up in the
lobby of the Industry and Technology
Center and in the C urris Center from
March 24·28.

Deadline for Scholars Week
registratiOn tomorrow
'The. deadline to register for Scho1ars
Week oral presentations, poster presen·

tations or performances is Friday.
Scholars Week will be hdd April21-25.
For more information, phone John
Mateja at 762-3191.

Alpha Gamma Delta sorority
to sponsor basketball tourney
Alphn Gamma Delta sorority will
sponsor a thrce·on·thr~c basketball tour·
namcnt from 10 a.m. until2 p.m. March
29 in the Beshear Gym.
The tournilment i::; for men and
women, with a maximum of four players
per team. The entrance fee is $25 per
team before March 22 and $30 after
March 22.
All proceeds go to the Alpha Gamma
Delta Foundation, which supports dia·
bt•tes rcsea rch.
For more information, phone Sarah
Powell .1t 767·9863.

If you l iJ('III/d like to .suumit a Qrief to be published in €nmpus Brirfly, crmtnct .Seth
Ctm1l1s, n:;sistanl new:>..et{itor,~ . by,j ,ltptt? nt
762-4468 or fax Ill 762-3175.

2:49a.m. A call box at Stewart Stadi·
urn was calling repeatedly with no
answer.
5:11 p.m. A caller advised that she
had locl<ed herself out of the
radio/TV station.
10:16 p.m. An officer reported that a
group was having a dance in Ordway Hall without permission.
10:51 p.m. A Racer Patrol unit
reported a subject urinnting on bicycles near Hart Col1ege.

Saturday, March 8
7:10 a.m. An officer found a vehicle
with a broken window near Franklin
College.
8:06 a.m. A caller requested that the
second-floor hallway lights be
turn('d on at Alexander Hall.
8:28 a.m. An individual reported a
cigarette urn had been emptied and
broken at Wilson Hall. A report was
taken.
12:37 p.m. An outside light near
White College was reported
knocked over with wires exposed.
5:13 p.m. A caller at Richmond College reported someone had kicked
his vehicle. A report was taken.
7:29 p.m. A caller reported three
juveniles yelling obscenities at pass·
ing vehicles near Mason Hall.

Sunday, March 9
12:06 a.m. There was a report of an
intoxicated female at the front desk
of Clark College.
r 5;l3 ~ · A caller reported two
males on the female floor of Franklin
Cdllcge knocking on doors and asking questions.

6:52 p.m. A caller reported items
were missing from his storage room
in the old Boy Scout Museum.
9:42 p.m . A caller reported a beeping
noise from a cabinet on the second
floor of Blackburn Science Building.

Monday, March 10
12:34 a.m. A possible odor of marl·
juana was reported in Franklin Col·
lege.
1:02 a.m . A caller advised that two
large dogs were runn ing around
Springer College and approaching
people.
12:06 p.m. There was a report of
reckless driving near ,Alexander
Hall.
3:04 p.m. A call;r reported receiving
a threatening call on a cell phone.
5:15 p.m . A caller in Elizabeth Col·
lege reported a backpack was missing from his room. A report was
taken.

Tuesday, March 11
12:37 a.m. A caller advised of cxces·
sive noise between the residential
colleges.
7:36 a.m. An officer reported the distress message would not play when
the distress button was pushed at
Hart College.
10:02 a.m. A vehicle was stopped for
failure to yield to a pedestrian.
12:14 p.m. A caller advised there
was no place for vans to park. .
1:37 p.m. A report was received of
subjects gambling in front of Elizabeth College.
2:26 p.m . A report was received of a
dog jumping out of a vehicle.
4:59 p.m. A caller reported an
escaped calf at the Expo Center.
10:05 p.m. A faculty member locked
himself out of his room in the Fine
Arts building.

Motorist Assists - 3
Racer Escorts - 15

Police BMt is c.ompiled by Sl"th Combs,
ass;stant news editor, from materilils
provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls tlre rwt listed.
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St-a.te News

is now accepting applications
for editor in chief for the

2003-2004 school year.
Applications are due
TODAY.
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Staff re-elects Dial for third term as regent
by Adam L. Mathis
wire editor

Murray State staff members re-elected
Lori Dial. assistant director of the Student
Financial Aid Office. as stnff regent for a
third-consecutive term Friday.
Of the 880 eligible staff members, 440
voted; 160 votes went to Dial, 153 to Hal
Rice (instructional technical consultant for
Information Systems). 92 to Carmen Garland (director of the University Scholarship
Office) and 35 to Doris Clark-Parham
(director of Adventures in Math and Science).

"I thought it would be very close," Dial
said. " I would have been more surprised if
I had lost."
Staff Congress President Orville Herndon said he wanted to see a 100-percent
voter turn-out.
··considering that very few people tum
out to vote in national and state elections, I
think 50-percent voter turnout is very, very
good," Herndon said.
Herndon also said the ballotli were counted three to four times in an effort to ensure
accuracy.
"Ultimately, that's something that those
of us on Staff Congress ... feel. when all is

said and done, is very important - that
whoever is elected as staff regent, that they
be seen us legitimately elected," Herndon
said.
Although forums for the candidates were
held, Clark-Parham said they were poorly
attended and that some people only voted
for candidates they knew.
"There wasn't an opportunity to get to
everyone and let them know what your
position was,'' Clark-Parham said. ''Usually incumbents have an upper hand because
they've served in office, and Lori Dial has
done a good job."
Dial said her decision to run for the posi- .

Officials break ground
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff' writer

Construction for the $10 million
Well ness Center began Tuesday at a
ground-breaking ceremony and is
expected to be completed in 14
months.
University President F. King
Alexander said the planning was a
collaborative effort between students. administration, the Board of
Regents, Frankfort and the ~lurrJy
City Council.
''This facility, I believe, will
impact generations and will be perhaps the most important building
for student development that we
could be building right now,"
Alexander said
He also said the Wellne~s Center
will provide an economic boost to
the community.
"(The Wellness Center) will give
the city of Murray and Calloway
County the most signiticant economic boost, particularly on Fri-

days, Saturdays and Sundays, where
we're striving to keep every one of
our students on campus," Alexander
said. "This facility is indeed a crucial element in doing this."
Joce Rabe, Student Government
Association president, said the center will provide new opportunities
to students and faculty.
"This is a wonderful, wonderful
day for the student body," Rabe
said. "We can finally put all of our
ideas into a reality."
Alexander said the Wellness Center is located near the residential
colleges to make it easily accessible
to students.
"It's a facility that we anticipate
will have l,300 students in and out
of it every day from the first day
that it opens," he said.
Alexander said he anticipates the
University will work with the community on mutually beneficial projects in the future.
When visiting Vanderbilt University, Alexander said he observed

tion was influenced by how difficult the job
would be for a new regent facing issues
such as budget cuts. She said she intends to
focus on preserving staff jobs during her
three-year term.
"I am not saying we won't have job
freezes,'' Dial said. "We need to keep the
people that are here."
Dial also said she will work to keep
health-insurance costs down.
"Unfortunately, people that are making
the lower end of the scale, it's harder for
them to come up with money to pay for
health care and their family needs and family budget," Dial said.

A slow economy and rising prices also
threaten staff morale, Dial said.
"In the next two years. if you do not have
any pay raises ... we're going to have to
have some type of incentives, something
for the staff to keep morale going."
While many issues are decided before
the Board of Regents votes on them, Hemdon said it is important for staff members
to have someone respectable representing
them. especially during closed sessions.
Said Herndon: "Whenever the door closes and they are having to deal with some
weighty matter, we have somebody sitting
at that table representing our interests."

University Women's Center
plans month-long celebration

firsthand how much use a wellness
faci lity receives.
"We've seen what these facilities
do on other campuses," he said.
Mayor Tom Rushing said he is
proud to see the Wellness Center
become a reality.
"It was my pleasure to serve on
the City Council when this event
started taking place," Rushing said.
"It does my heart good to see us
continue to grow like we are."
Alexander said the center would
provide many recruitment and
retention benefits for the University.
"We've provided a tremendous
diversity of opportunity into this
facility." Alexander said.
The Wellness Center will have
pools, basketball courts, weight
rooms, climbing rooms and other
various fitness opportunities.
"Let's get this building up; let's
start using it," Rushing said. "I
know students wiU be excited. and I
know I will be excited."

by Lauren Friske!
staff writer
Although the Women's Center
works year-round to provide the
University community \\ith information on issues affecting women,
this month is particularly important.
Every March, the Center plans a
month-long celebration of wornen's history month.
This year's festivities will
include a Celebrate Women Luncheon with special guest speaker
Crit Luallen.
Luallen, of Frankfort, has spent
most of her career in the state government. holding po.-;itions including finance secretary, budget
director, tourism secretary and arts
commissioner.
"Crit Luallen will be addressing
the theme 'Translating Values Into

Narla s Place
1

Action,''' Jane Etheridge, director
of the Women's Center. said. "She
has so much to share and offer our
campus on encouraging men and
women to join together for the betterment of Kentucky's future."
Luallan has been an activist and
is very involved with political
activities, Etheridge said.
Luallen abo has served as secretary of the Executive Cabinet for
Gov. Paul E. Patton, the highestranking position held by a woman
in Kentucky. and is currently running for state auditor.
The annual Celebrate Women
scholarship also will be awarded at
the luncheon.
'The scholarship was set up by
the Business and Professional
Women Organization of Murray,"
Etheridge said. "It is awarded to a
nontraditional female student who
is either coming back to Sl'hool or

going to school for the first time in
order to increase their financial
independence. The scholarship
will help ease the financial burden.''
Scholarship recipients are often
single mothers without help to
finunce an education, Etheridge
said.
"I am really excited about the
Celebrate Women Luncheon and
all of the events that are going on
that week," Sarah Hood, junior
from Lancaster, said. "I think the
luncheon will be a good place to
learn about women's issues.''
The luncheon will be held 11:15
a.m. March I 8·in the Curris Center
ballroom. The cost to attend is $12
and $8 for students. Students may
u~oe declining balance to pay.
The celebration will continue
throughout the month with more
events to be announced.
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Hope Harbor Church ...

3785 Highway 641 S.
Paris, TN 38242
(731) 642-0291

SAME T RtiTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.
D IFFERENT SERMONS

UsinQ humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
know1ng how to improve your home, your work, your life.
D IFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.
D IFFERENT R ELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.
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Don't· Forget!
April 1 is the Priority Filing
Date for Student Financial
Aid applications for 20032004 requesting grants
(non-repayable), loans,
and/or student employment.

Apply Today
Student Financial Aid Ollice
Spa~ks Hall • Base~nent
or www.murrayatate.edufsecsvfllnanclalfappllcatloru.htm

• •
optnton
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Student activism increasing
Our View
ISSUE:

What do you have planned
for Spring Break?

Recently, students have been
actively participating in rallies
and protests.
POSITION:

"Heading home
to be with family
and friends."
GtqBJake
sopllomore, Dyersburg,
Tenn.

Student ~tcrivism
is a positive
sign. It shows a
willingness to
stand up for
beliefs, and it
demonstrates
that Murray State
fosters open
thought and discussion.

"I'm going to
Nashville to visit
my adopted parents, and also I'm
going to study."
MaddyHskh
senior, Taiwan

A wave of activism has swept through
Murray State, and students have been
participating in rallies and protests on and
off campus.
This semester, Murray State students
have participated in an animal-rights rally
in Louisville, a budget-cut rally in Frankfort, a rally in favor of expanding the
state's nondiscrimination clause and a
number of anti-war protests here on campus and as far away as Wa~hington. D.C.
This increased level of activism and
participation says a great deal about our
students and the University as a whole.
Students have shown that they are passionate enough about certain issues to
mobilize themselves. individually and in
groups, to support or protest specific
issues. They have exercised their right to
free speech and to assemble.
These actions demonstrate that Murray
State is an institution that encourages students to challenge ideas they believe are
wrong and to actively advocate those
they support.
More importantly. student activism
sends a message to the government and
other bodies of authority. Students will
not simply acquiesce to whatever is dictated to them.

EUzabeth Skees
junior. Lexington

"I'm going to
Panama with
After Shock Inc.
to act a fool."

..

Brclan Hurst
scpllonlo{W, Jadrscn, Tenn.
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"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for informa·
tion
Our goal Is to present that information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expresston
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learntng environment for those students
interested 10 journalism or other ftelds relating to the productton of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be tree to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall,

The staffeditorial i.\· the majority opinion
of the editorial board of ''The Murray
State News. " The editorial board is composed (~fall section editors.

Paper provides inadequate coverage
Some aspects of life
on this campus recently have become downright embarrassing.
The front page of the
most recent issue of
"The Murray State
News" displays two
pictures of a delega·
tion of our students in
Frankfort
meeting
with various members
of the state legislature
on the state budget.
One student is holding
a sign that says, if I
read it correctly,
"Don't
Kut
R
Winfield
Edukashun."
This
is
Rose
not the way to influence important decision-make~. and one
can tell from the pained look on their faces
that the three legislators pictured were less
than overwhelmed by the perfom1ance.
The same issue then moves on to its usual
weekly dose of inane drivel about Iraq. This
is another of the many policy issues in our
society about which people may disagree.
Some may disagree reasonably and some
may disagree unreasonably. but what
emanates from the campus of an institution
of higher learning by way of its campus
newspaper should be more than inane drivel. There are valid reasons for not going to
war against Iraq, and there are valid reasons
for going to war against Iraq. The intellectual challenge is to qualify and quantify those
r~ons to detennine which ~t is l>tronger.
The two pieces on Iraq say nothing of an
analytical or intellectual nature: they are
superficial and emotional, contain no relevant facts and come to no valid conclusions.
Nothing is to be gained from emoting.

In My
Opinion

"I'm just going
home and working."

Students are prepared to fight for what
they believe. They are not afraid to take a
stand against the powers that be.
We applaud any student who exercises
their rights and participates in activism.

One of the things we should learn as we
grow older is that life is not always simple.
Life does not always present us with clearcut choices between good and evil. Sometimes, the only choices we have are between
lesser and greater evils. This said, however.
we still can base our dedsil)ns CIO facts
rather than emotions.
One such fact is that the state of Kentucky
cannot spend money it docs not have. A fact
of political life today is that the state has
finite resources but infinite needs. There is
no end to the new roads, bridges. schools
and libraries the state could build; there is no
end to the computers and books the state
could buy. and there is no end to the teachers the state could hire. But, there is an enJ
to the money available to pay for all these
things. State legislators anJ governors have
to dtal with this reality. and 10 act as if that
1S not so isb<ith immature and unproductive.
By the same token, the fact<> say that SadJam Hussein is 3 criminal despot of the
worst kind. This is a clear anJ obvious truth
to anyone who takes lhe trouble to research
his record. Another fact is that no sane or
ethical person likes or wants war. Thus, the
question becomes when or under what circumstances, if ever. should war be used?
This is not a choice between gOI.XI anJ evil
but between a lesser and a greater evil.
The choice pivots, for the government and
people of the United Stares in :March 2003,
on what level of proof is required nnd what
level of risk we ure willing to a~cept. What
level of proof that Iraq has weapons of ma'is
destruction will we require'! If we use legal
standards, we could frame this in tenns of
preponder.mce of the evidence, clear and
convincing evidence or proof beyond a reasonable doubt. If Iraq has no such weapons,
there is no risk. If we conclude Iraq does
have such weapons, the issue shifts to risk.

What is the risk that Iraq will u~ them?
What is the risk that Iraq will provide them
to others, such a'i terrorists, to u«e them? It
b clear that the Bu~;h administration has
decided it has the nighest level of proof,
beyond reason:tble doubt, lhnt lrnq ha~ such
weapons. It is abo clear that the Bush
administration is not willing to accept even
a low level or risk that lhey might be used
against us or our allies.
Doe~ the record support these conclu-·
sions? The Bush administration would say
th~ll the best indicator of future behavior is
past behavior. It would say that lr.tq has
used chemical anJ biological weapons previously, against its own peopl!!.ll would say
that Iraq has engaged in n long pattern of
intentional and persistent deception of and
noncooperation with the United Nations in
its attempt to deal with this issue, to lhe
point of expelling U.N. inspectors some
years ago. It would say, therefore. that Iraq
cannot be trusted. regardless of how many
weapons it may destroy. now. The Bush
administration aiS(I would say that, ir terroriSIS would do what they did on Sept. II,·
2001, they will use chemiC:ll, biological and
nuclear weapons against us if they get the
chance. President Bush, therefore, says he
cannot and will not accept that risk; lhc
probable consequences of failing to net are
far worse than the consequences of ucting.
And so. I ask what would you do if you were
in his place?
Let us suppose we go to war und change
the regime in Iraq. Let us further suppose
that 1,000 American military personnel,
5.000 lraqi military personnel and 10.000
Iraqi civilians nre lost. That would be very
bad. But let us suppose that we do nothing
and a year from now an Iraqi nuclear bomb
is smuggled into New York City and
exploded. killing 5 million unJ destroying

the city. Again, the question is risk. How
much risk are we willing to tolcr..tte'l
'Ihus, we arc dealing with unknowns.
with estimated probabilities, with guesses.
We do not know for sure what will happen
if we act or if we do not act. We cannOl say
with certainty that New York City will nm
be destroyed even if we do change the
regime in Iraq. Thus, we weigh the options
carefully and do the best we can.
This is the real world. This is not a matter
to be decided by the educated, the enlight·
ened and the concerned on the one hand and
the ignorant, the unenlightened and the brutal on lhe other. The members of the state
JeglSiature do not want to neglect higher
education or tum criminals loose to prey on
innocent people, but they have to Jeal with
the problem that there is not enough money
tu pay for all the good things that could be
done. To claim exemption from reality
becallSe of special status is foolish. By the
surne token. the Bush administmtion does
not want to go lo war. but it may conclude it
must. Likewise, to oppose this action with
emotional superficialities and irrelevancies,
as if it ha-> absolutely no merit, is silly.
Thus, my suggestion to the stnfT of '1'he
Murray State News" is to exercise some initiative and display some ingenuity. Asid\!
from the written word. which existo; in abundance. there are several individuals on this
campus who know something about this and
related issues. Why don't you go find them
and interview them and then write a piece on
the pros and cons of war with lntq. Or, you
could do the pros one week and the cons the
next. or vice versa. Just do something that
has some semblance of professionalism.
plea~e.

Dr. Winfield Rose is a professor ofpolitical

science.

Columnist ponders state of global economy
Although the world stage is
filled with conflict, it is possible
that one may find something else
to discuss. This week in the
world stage, hidden behind the
media's hunger for "war" news,
is a development that has been
taking place for more than five
weeks. This development is economic in nature.
To put it simply. prices have
gone oop. and it's not just gas.
The dollar ha::. gone up in price,
and there's less trade overall in
the world. You can see it every
time you leave your house and go
to your nearest gas station. Gas
prices have gone up between 30
and 45 percent on average.
specifically in the United States.
The dollar price has gone up
roughly 20 pen;ent, which in cur-

rency markets is an absolute disaster.
Some sophisticated explanations can be provided. but I will
try to present a simple one. Common knowledge is that OPEC
controls world prices for oil, but
oil is not the only product in
which trade bas slowed.
So. one must deduce that people simply don't want to spend
their money. In tum, producers
are innating their prices to new
levels to make up for lost business. It's a simple explanarion,
but it's basic economics- supply
and demand. CoulJ it be that the
economic world is holding its
breath till it knows what will
happen with the Iraq situation?
Or could it be that people arc
saving their money for a rainy

day, a day in which the more
money you have will ml.•an your
survival in your current location'?
World trade affects more than
just bad economies in rhc Western world: it also affects the
Eastern world. By Eastern world,
I mean the. Middle East and Asia.
There are instabilities, feelings
of insecurity nnd problems that
are a part of the Middle East, as
we all know. There are problems
in Asia as well now, instabilities
in Japan because of fear of North
Korea and the same with China.
It's not only because nf consumer spending.
That's only part of the story.
Governments are ""ithhoiJing
money and spending Jess on
things they would normally
c;pend money on - things such as

education. stimulation of the
economy, etc. They are withholding that money because they
might need to spend it on other
things- things like military supplies or anrues.
So what can we do about it'!
Get these connicts over with and
resolved so that everyone can
start spending their money on
useless o.;tuff. Sorry. but that's
what we need. We need to spend
our money on things we Jo not
need, things that entertain in one
wuy or another. This will allow
gnvernrnents to spend their
money on important things, like
our education.

What
in the
World?

Ahclulla £/-barman is a columnist
for ''The Murray State News."
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Sidewalk chalking beautifies
campus, brings people together
To the Editor:
Messages on sidewalks around campus
are mostly to wish "Happy Birthday,'' but a
few people have done more. Outside
Blackburn Science Building there was
some original an, a reinterpretation of a
Barbara Kruger piece. and several references to the homestarrunner.com charter.
Strong Bad. All of this was done with side-

walk chalk.
At first this was just something tu do and
:.1 meek attempt to beautify the campus.
The chalkings a few people started for fun
now give new reasons why peC>ple should
draw on sidewalks. Chalking brings people
together- people either stopping to panic·
ipate or to admire. Some who joined in
were complete strangers and are now
known by others just for picking up a piece
of sidewalk chalk.
This activity abo brings diflerent culture:. together. Once person chalked a
sakura, a Japanese cherry blossom, while
others drew their nation's flag. It also is a

great stress reliever. Most graffiti is pennanent, but chalking is not. So if sidewalk art
bothers you, throw water on it, and it will
be gone in nn time.
There should be !I national sidewalkchalking day. It could be a Saturday in
April and be called Chalkacide 2003. It
will be a chance for people to let out their
inner chiiJ . Not just students, bur everyone. So go buy some sidewalk chalk, let
your inner child out and get going.
Janet Robb
freshman
New Harmony, Ind.

t'Thc Murray State News.. wetconteJ
!Commentaries and letters 1o the editor.
Letters should be 300 words or fewel!
and must be signed. Contributors should
incJ.We: addresses and phOne numbctt
for verification. Please inelu~ hQJJJe~
town. classification, title or re'ationshi~
ito the University. "The Murray State
News" reserves the right to edit fm;
style, length and contenl.
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War.has pink protesters seeing red
lri My
Opinion
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Courtney
Tomes

"Pod protesters overcame
barriers in a
peaceful manner by employ-

ing persistent
acts of peaceful
disobedience."

Tell me what democracy looks like.
On Saturday in Washington, D.C.,
democra9y looked pink. Ten thousand women, men and children gathered in Malcolm X park to exercise
their rights to voice their collective
opinion.
CodePink4Peace is an organization
of women opposed to the war in Iraq,
primarily for humanitarian reasons.
Pink protesters assembled in Washington, D.C., to demonstrate female
voices of dissent and to question why
politicians have largely ignored U.N.
inspections as a means to ensure
peace in Iraq . The organizers of
CodePink also emphasized the need
for national healing rather than additional violence as a means to recover
from the Sept. 11 attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon.
To commemorate International
Women's Day, CodePink organized a
rally for peace in Washington, D.C.
This rally signaled an end to a weeklong agenda of lobbying, plays, poetry readings and concerts. Organizers
planned a march to the White House
where protester:> would surround this
government :;ymbol in a pink circle
of peace and healing.
Protesters were prepared for acts of
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civil disobedience. This involved prerally training, provided by Californiabased Ruckus.org for those willing to
participate in arrest-risk activities.
Pod groups of 25 protesters \\ere
placed together to truin and participate in arrest-risk resistance. Truining included confrontational roleplaying, the use of speech instead of
physical resistance and training on
how to hnnJle tear-gas exposure. Protest~rs were made aware of Washington, D.C., Jaw. detainment procedures and bail costs.
White House officials and Washington. D.C.. police established u
one-block barricade around the White
House to keep protesters from entering. Pod protesters overcame barriers
in a peaceful manner by employing
persistent acts of peaceful disobedience.
During civil-disobedience training.
CodePink rallied with inspirationnl
speakers such as the co-founders of
CodePink - Pulitzer Prize winner
Alice Walker and 98-year-old political activist Granny D. - along with
women representing the nations of
Afghanistan, Korea and Kuwait.
Walker read her poetry inspired by
the Sept. 11 attacks. The poems
called for a time of peace. healing

and education. Granny D. recommended a more active political
approach involving grassroots organizations, voter registration and community awareness of how war will
impact our lives. CodePink representatives from Afghanistan, speaking
anonymously with their faces covered, offered their firsthand experiences with the devastation of war.
CodePink organizers also encouraged
American artists, writers and musicians to use their voices to promote
peace.
After the rally. arrest-risk protesters led the march to the White House.
Four students from Murray led the
way down 16th Street, leading chants
for peace. "Peace, now" echoed
through the streets and across the
White House lawn. We- Erin Brantley, Amber Cash, Courtney Tomes
and Kila Phillips - represented the
anti-war sentiments of many Murray
Slate students. The march became a
human chain of pink, surrounding the
White House in an effort to persuade
our politicians in the interest of peace
in this time of war.
The human chain stretched itself
around a city block. surrounded the
White House and worked around the
imposed barricades. Twenty-tive pro-

DOC, HOW MANY
MORE SURGER\ES MUST
HA\IE BEFORE PEOPLE
STOP RECOGNIZ.lNG ME?

testers, including Walker and Granny
D., were arrested for standing still by
the White House gates singing, "All
we are saying is give peace a
chance."
As we were leaving. the four of us
asked the crowd to tell us what
democracy looks like. Hand in hand,
they responded in one patriotic voice,
"This is what democracy looks like.~·
Think Pink for peace.

Severo

Avila

On

the
John

"Apparently,
through the
use of genetic
engmcenng,

American
scientists

have been
able to create
the ultimate
fighting
machine, the
uber soldier.
an unstoppable one
"man"
army.

,

1 don' t get a chance to watch the
news as much as I would like. but
over the past couple days. I have
been catching tidbits of inforrna·
tion about some of the weapons
Iraq has at its dispo sal, which
apparently did not receive much
attention from the U.N. inspection
team.
Now, I am not going to argue
that these discoveries are ground'>
for full -scale war. Quite frankly. I
have nothing new to add to this
ongomg debate, so l am keeping
my mouth shut on my feelings
ubout a possible war. What I am
going to argue. though. is that Iraq
is not the only country that has hidden weapons up its sleeve. The
United States, too, has something
to fess up to. (Please note. this will
be the last time I ever bring up the
war as a topic again .)
Apparently. through the usc of
genct1c engineering. American sci
enwm, have been able to create the
ultarnate fighting machtne, lhe uber
soldier. an unstoppable one ''man"
army. However, unlike Iraq, which
• choo se:-. to hide its weapons of
mass destruction from the prying
eyes of the rest of the world, we
proudly llaunt our weapon in television ads across the nation.
" But Gibson, we have never seen
this weapon on television. What
are you talking about? All we see
on a regular basis are reruns of
..The Simpsons," and those ads for
Wal -Man that have that crazy smiley face flying through the air, cutti
- oh, wait a minute." Yes. it is
hopefully at this time that the light
bulb has turned on and has not
blown a fuse or :~nything.
You sec, the ultimate weapon of
which I speak is. indeed, said cn11y
smiley face. What you see in(those
advertisements that appear on televi sion is only the tip of the iceberg
:~~ far ns what that thing is capable
of doi ng . In those comme'rcials,

everyone is amazed by this cartoonish sphere that flies around the
store lowering prices, much to the
delight of shoppers; however, what
the general population does not see
is the darker half of thi~ price-lowering entity. This darker half, of
course, being its military application.
Let me give you a little history
about thi~ thing. The smiley face
was originally created in o top·
secret lab in the early ' 90s ns part
of the Emoticon Project. ("Ernoti:
cons." for those of you who arc not
computer savvy, arc those cute little smiley/sad/emotional icons that
you can use to liven up e-mails or
online forum boards. such as
htlp://w ww . msuracers .c om . )
Although many of the emoticons
that were bred by the government
during this time were quite tame
and designed simply for domestic
applications (such as e-mail use),
other'S were not so innocent. A
select few were genetically altered
and given such capabilities as
flight . telekinesis and the determination to eliminate a target, no
matter what the cost. This target. in
the case of the commt•rcials. is •
high prices. However. when war
does break out. its target will be the
Iraqi military, and nothing will survive.
Unfortunately, like the infamous
smart weapons that are contained
in the U.S . arsenal. the smiley face
has, o n occasion, strayed off cour!'e
from its intended target. Just as the
video footage from Operation
Desert Storm depicte-d precision
weapon-. '>triking their murks with
deadly acc uracy. so too do the TV
advertisements show the smiley
face sla~hing prices in half, wking •
great care not to harm civilians.
However, what you are not shown
is the large number of people who
have been mowed down by the
smiley face as it rampages through

the store. Why, just the other day r
witnessed it hurtling down the
frozen-food aisle, attempting to
lower the price on Totino's Party
Piaas: sadly, two elderly women
were too slow to move out of its
path and met rather gruesome fates.
Some of you might blow this off
as Gibson ranting about something
completely
asinine,
perhaps
because he was too lazy to come up
with a better topic. However. USTEN TO ME! I urn giving you the
insid~: scoop on this thing. Folks,
let us not doubt the power of this
entity Not only does it clearly pos~ess the power to defy all rules of
gravity (as it can apparently stop
on a dime while in mid-flight;
hover, spin through air and fly
buck wards). but it also has the abil·
ity to utilize any weapon that its
handlers see fit to give it - WITHOUT HANDS OR OPPOSABLE
TIIUMBS! One moment, it will fly
through the air with a sword in its
hnnd. -and the next. it is using a
bow and arrows to shoot down
prices. God help us all when this
thing advances out of the Middle
Ages and get.; an M-16.
Look, this thing should not be
ignored. Protests should be held to
eliminate this being. K-Mart
learned of the destructive capabilities of this smiley face in the great
Retail War of 1985-2001 and now
is fncing its own extinction . Let us
not unleash it on Iraq. Who knows
whnt will happen, especially if it
develops independent thought and
decides to turn against its own
country.
Wait a minute - I just spent un
hour writing this. Oh god, please
shoot me now. That is. if I do not
get fired first for revealing Sum
Walton and the government' s
secret

John Gibson is a columnist for
"The Murray State News. "

Courtney Tomes, senior from
Livermore, and Kila Phillips,
senior at Calloway County Hi~h
School, lead the anti-war r.tlly
down 16th Street ln Washington

D.C.
Amber Cash/guest

Writer advises on
what not to p~ck
for Spring Break
In My
Opinion

Gibson r~veals secret weapon

Courtney Tomes is a senior English
major from Livermore.

" What could

be more lame
than condoms? They're
expensive,
smell funny
and take
away that
nice, natural
feeling. Plus,
the possibility
of pregnancy
or the contraction of a
sexually transmitted disease
makes any
sexual
encounter ali
the more
excitingespecially if
those encounters are with
"new acquaintances" you
make on
Spring Break
trips."

Starting to pack for your Spring Break?
Don't be too quick to throw in those cliche
items everyone e lse does. Here are smne
important tips on Spring Break packing.
Instead of telling what to pack, here's what
NOT to pack:
I. Sunscreen -Sunscreen is for losers. It ' s
greasy and inconvenient, nnd who wants an
attractive member of the opposite sex oiling
them up under the Spring Break sun? Sunburn
is cool. .Blotches and spots add character to
one's physical appearance.
2. Sunglasses- These are extremely impractical on Spring Break: trips. Plus, everyone else
will be wearing them. Sunglasses impair
vision and make everything an unnaturally
dark color. And by not wearing them, you get
to do that adorable squint with your eyes when
walking out in the sun. Here's a fun tip: Sture
directly at the midday sun with your eyes wide
open until your eyeballs feel like they're on
fire. When you close them. you'll see magical
lights and stars in your head.
3. Condoms - What could be more lame
than condoms? They're expensive, smell
funny and take away that nice, natural feeling.
Plus. the possibility of pregnancy or the contraction of a sexually transmitted disease
makes any sexual encounter all the more exciting - especially if those encounters are with
"new acquaintances" you make on Spring
Break trips. Ladies, give up the pill for Spring
Break. That's really what it's all about - a
break. Save yourself the hassle of worrying
about taking those little devils every single
day. What could be cooler than a Spring Break
baby?
4. Money - Currency of any kind is highly
overrated. Having money encourages theft. On
every Spring Break, there will be others who
are glad to share their food and hotel rm.11n
with you. This is a great way to make new
friends . Also. if you're lucky. these new
friends will allow you to share their drugs and
alcoholic beverages. Having no money
encourages more interaction with questionable
individuals - and that's really what Spring
Break is all about.
5. Social Support- Never travel to a Spring
Break destination with a group of friends .
Having social support impairs your personal
interaction with others. Nothing feels more
stifling than having people "watching out" for
you all the time. By traveling alone. especial ly if you're a female, you assert your independence and enjoy the thrill of the unknown.
6. Safety- Remember thnt alcohol and other
drugs impair your ability to communic11te with
others and perform simple tasks effectively.
This can be a wonderful experience. Imngine
how fun Spring Break will be if you're lllo
wasted to remember who you slept with. Do
take a camera. however. to document those
moments you can't remember yourself.
Above all, have the time of your life. In a
few years, you'll probably be too olu for
Spring Break. Who knows? You may even be
dead.

Severo A vi/a is opinion editor for "The Murray State News. "
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Patton says new budget will create
problems for next governor

Two detectim die
after losing backup

Judge orders protesters
out of tree perches

Japan urges Mexico
to support resolution

FRANKFORT (AP) - Gov. Paul Patton says
the budget passed by the General Assembly
leaves problems for the next governor to solve.
The $14 billion spending plan will have a
"structural imbalance" because it uses "onetime money" for recurring expenses, Patton
said in a statement late Monday. Neither can its
funding levels be sustained without "significant
new revenues" in the next budget, he said.
''I have previously expressed and continue to
feel that these structural budget deficits should
be addressed on my watch. However, the General Assembly has apparently chosen to exercise its prerogative to defer these tough deci·
sions to the next administration and the next
session of the General Assembly," Patton's
statement said.
Some of the budget's architects disagreed.
Senate President David Williams said the legislature always ends up working with one-time
money.

NEW YORK (AP) - Two
police detectives on an undercover mission to buy illegal
guns were shot and killed after
backup officers lost track of
them in the maze-like roads of
a New York C ity neighborhood.
The slain detectives, who
had been driving with two
associates of a gun seller, were
found Monday night lying on
a Staten Island street, both shot
in the head. They were the first
New York City officers killed
in the line of d uty since the
Sept. 1 11, 2001, terrorism
attacks.
The slain detectives, from
th e Organized Crime Gun
Control Bureau, had been
working on the gun operation
for about six months. Their
identities were withheld in
part because of the risk to other
undercover officers.
The officers, who had been
armed, apparently had not
fired a shot.

EUREKA, Calif (AP) - A
judge has ordered tree sitters on
logging-company land to come
down from their perches.
Humboldt County Judge
Dale Reinholtsen on Monday
granted the request from Pacific
Lumber Co. for a temporary
restraining order against the
environmental activists occupying redwood trees on company
property.
The order calls on the tree sitters to "immediately and permanently" remove themselves
and their personal property
from the trees. Pacific Lumber
has until March 15 to serve the
tree sitters with the order, and
they will then have 24 hours to
comedown.
Activists complain that the
company is harvesting the area
too aggressively, causing erosion that is degrading local
waterways.

TOKYO (AP) - Japan
upped diplomatic pressu re
on Mexico Tuesday to help
push through a
backed war resolution, as it
tries to pull in key votes on
the U.N. Security Council.
Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi urged the adoption of a March 17 ultimatum for Iraq to disarm or
face war, telling Mexican
President Vincente Fox
that international divisions
were putting the United
Nations authority at stake,
according to a statement
released by the Foreign
Ministry here.
"If the international community is divided, it will
not only benefit Iraq but
also bring into grave doubt
the
United
Nations'
authority and its practicality," he told Fox in a phone
call Tuesday.
Fox - who has been seeking a last-minute compromise among the sharply
divided council- acknowledged the importance of a
unified
message
but
refused to take sides.

Fetal-homicide biD fails to pass

House committee, 47·39
FRANKFORT (AP) - Supporters of a "fetal
homicide" bill failed Monday night to force a
House vote on the legislation, which would
make it a potential murder charge to kill a
woman's fetus.
A seldom-used maneuver to p ull the bill out
of committee failed 47-39, falling short of the
majority vote needed in the 100-member
House.
In creating the crime of "fetal homicide," the
measure would declare a fetus to be a person,
starting at fertilization. Under current law, a
fetus is not considered a person until the live
•
birth occurs.
The bill's opponents argued it would undermine abortion rights.

Officials unable to find evidence
of chronic wasting in slain deer
PIKEVILLE (AP) - Brain tissue and glands
from Kentucky deer killed during last fall's
hunting season have turned up no evidence of
chronic wasting disease.
So far, tests have been completed on 500 of
2$Xl d eer sampled.
"I don't expect to find a,n ything," said
Jonathan Day, big-game coordinator for the
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources. "It's something so bad you don't
want to find it."

Airport security guard
falls asleep on duty
WINDSOR LOCKS, Conn.
(AP) - The Transportation Secu-

rity Administration has suspended a federal security
screener for allegedly falling
asleep while checking baggage
at Bradley International Airport.
State police said co-workers
saw the screener s.leeping in
front of the X-ray machine
screen at 5:30 p.m. Saturday,
when he was supposed to be
checking carry-on luggage for
guns, knives and other dangerous items.
Since authorities did not
know how long he had been
asleep or whether dangerous
items bad passed through security, the checkpoint at the con·
course in Terminal B was closed
and passengers rescreened.

Editors say .rtetary drugs
should be regulated
CHICAGO (AP) - Prompted
by concerns about the safety of
ephedra, the editors of ''The
Journal of the American Medical Association" say dietary
supplements need government
regulation similar to the scrutiny given over-the-counter and
prescription drugs.
Ephedra likely would never
have been approved had it
undergone such
review,
JAMA Editor Dr. Catherine
DeAngelis said Monday. She
called for legislation to require
FDA regulation of supplements claiming to have a biological function - including
weight loss, increased exercise
endurance and enhanced sexual function.
Existing law does not require
dietary supplement makers to
provide evidence of safety or
efficacy before marketing the
products.

u.s.-

Two Hindus face
charge of arson

dent in the past four years
in the district, said A.
Rajkumar, the chief local
official.
India is a predominantly
Hindu country, but that
area of Tamil Nadu has a
substantial Christian population. Hindu fundamentalists are increasingly
active there.
0

Iranian nuclear plant
nears completion
BUSHEHR, Iran (AP)
Iran's first nuclear power
plant, which the United
States claims can be used to
make nuclear bombs, is
nearing completion and all
major components are
installed, Iranian officials
said Tuesday.
The United States has
accused Iran of seeking to
develop nuclear weapons
and says the plant will be
able to produce nuclear
material for a bOmb. Iran
says the plant will be used
to meet the country's
growing electricity needs.
Iran says the 1,000megawatt Bushehr plant is
part of efforts to supply
enough electricity to its 66
million people. lran has
approved a plan to produce 6,000 megawatts of
power through nuclear
energy by 2020.

' shot in the abdomen
been
and back, the sources told
The Associated Press.
Two people were arrested and one was injured in
the shooting, witnesses.
said.
The government build·
ing where Djindjic was
ambushed was sealed off
by heavy state security,
and three ambulances were
parked in front. Police
stopped traffic in downtown Belgrade, searching
through cars and checking
passengers.
Court 'finds tie-wearing
to be disci ilninatory
LONDON (AP) - A civil
servant who objected to
being forced to wear a tie
won his claim of discrimination Tuesday.
Matthew Thompson, 32,
argued that the necktie
discriminated against men
because they were not
allowed to wear T-shirts,
although women employees were.
He had complained to
an employment tribunal in
Manchester about the new
dress code, which came
into effect last year at Jobcentre Plus, an employment office run by the
Department of Work and
Pensions.
"The ruling vindicates
what we have been arguing for some time, that the
draconian application of
the dress code in Jobcentre
Plus is discriminatory. I'm
now looking forward to
resolving the issue with
management and getting
on with my job," Thompson said.
The Department for
Work and Pensions said it
would appeal.

MADRAS, India <AP)
Two Hindus were charged
Tuesday with burning Gunmen assassinate
down a Protestant church,
and Christian groups con- Serbian minister
BELGRADE, Serbia-Mondemned an alleged attack
by a motorcycle gang of tenegro (AP) - Serbian Prime
suspected Hindu funda- Minister Zoran Djindjic -" a
mentalists on a Catholic key leader of the revolt that
toppled former President
village chapel.
Both incidents occurred Slobodam Milosevic in Octo·
ber 2000 - was assassinated
Sunday in southern India.
In Tamil Nadu state, today by gunmen who
police arrested two Hindus ambushed him outside the
after the thatch·roofed government complex, police
Protestant church was sources said.
Djindjic, 50, died in a Bel- . World Briefly is compiled by
burned at Panavilai village.
grade
hospital after having Adam L. MatJzis, wire editor.
It was the third such inci-

Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff

SENIOR SALUTE

See the complete
selection of Murray
State University
Class Rings and
receive $50 off l 4K
and $150 off 18K
with the purchase of
a l 4K or 18K
Murray State Ring
during the Senior
Salute.

2003

l\'\S\J
Grad
Diploma Frame
Protect and display your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.
$109.95 - $159.95

Tuesday, March 25
Wednesday, March 26
Thursday, March 27

10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Rocking C hair Lounge
CURRIS CENTE R

~-;;.__..,.COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

SIS

Personalized

Announcements
The best way to announce to
all those special
people. Your name, degree
and major will be
printed in the actual text of
your announcement,
along with the time and location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in packages of20.

$30

•',.

Envelope Seals

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation, degree
requirements and commencement exercises.

Certificate of Appreciation
Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed certificate.

•

Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your graduating class.
Available in packages of 25.
$7

ADMISSIONS SERVICES: A representative from Graduate Admissions
will be present to provide information about the Ma~ter's Degree programs
and to assist graduates in the application process.

Thank You Notes

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for May
graduates with stafford loans. Informational booklets and loan summary totals
will be available on that day. A representative will be available until 4:30 p.m.
each day.

Say thank you with these
elegant note cards, featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of I 0.

$7.50

CAREER SERVICES: Come learn how to establish a career services file online! Information about resume preparation, interviewing, and job search
techniques will be available.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and why it is important to stay in touch with Murray State.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your
Personalized Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our Josten's
Representative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing
Representative to select the perfect diploma frame.

~~/~

University Store

Cap, Gown & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor 's $29.95 Master's $78.90
Accessories
Bachelor's

Residential College Stoles $13.25
Honor Cords $8

Master's
Hoods $54.95
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Murray State alumnus supports war in Iraq
by Seth Combs
assistant news t:ditor
Although some Americans remain
undecided about supporting war in Iraq.
Murray State alumnus Lt. Col. R. Michael
Paul is very clear on his belief that war
agninst Saddam Hussein's regime is
imminent and necessary.
Drawing on years of experience beginning with the Office of Naval Investigation and later the CIA, Paul said he has
seen a number of atrocities that contribute
to his stance on war.
"I remember pictures of Iraqi helicopters firing their weapons into crowds
of civilians who were nceing to either
Iran or Turkey,·• Paul said. "I remember
seeing camera footage of the Kurdish
refugees after rhe Kurdish uprising (in
Iraq)! They had very little in the way of
food, and liUle children were walking
around in the bitter cold with nothing but
~hower shoes .... It shouldn't happen.
Killing innocents is never acceptable in
war or whatever situati~n."

After leaving the CIA in 1993, Paul
said he approached the government of
Kurdistan and offered his services to help
develop better defensive capabilities
to protect against Hussein's regime.
While in Kurdistan, he trained military special-operations units. dignitary-protection teams and a countersniper team.
''The reason I went is because I
believe tyranny must be confronted.''
Paul said. ''I believe in those principles upon which America is founded.
People should be allowed to determine their own lives."
Beyond his personal experiences
with the Kurd minority in Iraq, Paul
said the United States has three major
reasons for rni litary intervention in
Iraq at this time: Hussein's liistorical
track record M causing regional in~tabili
ty, the use of chemical and biological
weapons and human-rights abuses.
After becoming president of Iraq in
1979, Hussein has launched wars against
the Islamic Republic of Iran in 1980 and

Frow

Kuwait in 1990. Between those wars,
Hussein used the Iraqi military against the
Kurd minority in northern Iraq. Paul said.

Paul also said Iraq not only has chemical and biological weapons, but that it has
used them against foreign aggressors and
its own citizens. the Kurds.
· "Weapons of mass destruction are
banned by the Geneva Convention,
" I've been there and which Iraq signed," Paul said. "You
seen how horrible war cannot use tactical chemical or bioweapons, but he did against
is, but there are things logical
the Iranians and his own population.
even more horrible Saddam Hussein is the only leader in
than war."
history to have used chemical
weapons against his own citizenry."
Paul said the Iraqi human-rights
LT. COL. MICHAEL PAUL
record is just as bad.
Murray State alumnus
"On top of this, we have the humanrights record of Saddam Hussein ...
the torture ... (including) burning with
hot irons. acid baths and systematic
rape and torture of his own people to
·•we have established so far that he keep them in line," Paul said.
causes significant regional problems,"
"Some people would argue there are
Paul said. "He causes regional instability many other countries that fit this model as
through his attempts to conquer other well. The fact is. (other countries) aren't
neighboring countries. It is regional using weapons of mass destruction
expansionism at its best."
against anyone. (Hussein) does. He has a

track record of this, and I believe we must
deal with it now before it becomes a problem directed against our country itself."
Many Americans and a majority of foreign countries do not support war with
Iraq, some citing the horrors of war and
the need for peace.
'Til be the first one to admit that war is
horrible; it's ungodly," said Paul. a Vietnam veteran. ''Some people on campus
might suggest that I am blindly suggesting we jump off a cliff and into war without knowing the full consequences. I've
been there and seen how horrible war is.
but there are things even more horrible
than war - that is the terrible conditions
many people in this world suffer under:
no freedom, no justice system and the
abuses of tyrants an~ dictators. ... Those
things are worse in my mind than war
itself.
"I would suggest people research this
issue before they come to these snap judgments, especially at a university.
Research the issues before you come out
on one side or the other."

Taylor prepares for military deployment

;)[U

by Severo Avila
opinion editor
John Taylor. senior from Murray. is
answering his country's call to arms.
Taylor received a phone call on Valentine's Day alerting him that he could be
summoned for active duty at any time with
his transport11tion unit. a reserve component
unit.
He recently received his orders to report
and must do so Saturday at his home station
in Paducah; he will move to Fort Campbell
five days later.
Taylor said he withdrew from classes two
weeks ago to get his affairs in order.
"I didn't figure I'd make it through the
semester," he said. "I told all the teachers,
and J've been through pre·deployment processing, so I've just been at home for two
weeks."
Withdrawing from school has been an
inconvenience, Taylor said, and he will
have to retake all this semester's dropped
classes. But, he said he looks on the bright
side.
·~rhey reimburse, the fees I paid, and pi
be able to use my books again, so it's not
too bad," he said.
Taylor is one of a number of students who

John Taylor
chats on the
phone with
his father as
his brother
Charles listens. John
will leave his
home and
family
behind when

he reports
for duty on
Saturday.
John Robison/
The News

The M urray State
News woul·d lil<e
t o w ish everyone
a~afe and H·appy
Sprin Brea l<!
•

i?s ue on Friday,
Ma rch 28th.
\

have withdrawn from classes for military
purposes. While Registrar Donna Harris
could not release the names of all the students who withdrew from classes, she did
say 20 withdrew in the fall and 23 this
spring. However, Harris said those numbers
may be misleading since some students do
not officially register for classes if they sus·
pect they will be called to duty, and some
register with Murray State's extended campus.
"The number could be much higher when
you consider the many options students
have," Harris said. "There are a number of
ways we can accommodate students who
must serve in the mUitary. If they have the
proper documentation, we reimburse them
100 percent. ... If you're going to serve,
we'll work with you and do everything we
can to make sure that transition is smooth."
Taylor leaves behind a mother, father and
two brothers who say they understand why
he is leaving but are anxious about what lies
ahead.
"We're Christians," John's father, Gary
Taylor, said. "It's one of our prayers that his
spiritualit~ isn't ham~red while he's away.
We hope he'll grow and learn. Being apart
isn't easy.... But, he has a military e-mail
address, and we might be able to keep in

touch."
·Taylor's brother, Charles Taylor, said he
was surprised at the news.
"John always talked about it being a lowpriority unit," he said. ''I thought if it was
going to happen, it would have happened a
year ago. It'll be rough with him not being
around, but I see where he's needed most."
Taylor said he is not sure of what is in
store for him.
"We'll probably go to the desert, if we
leave at all," he said. "We're support, really; we're not the ones that fight . .I mean. we
have weapons, but we might not use them
the entire time we're there . •.. But, we do
have the training in case we need it. and
we've got gas masks too, but who knowsT'
Although Taylor's call to duty does serve
a purpose, his mother, Peggy Taylor, said
that is little consolation to a mother who is
not sure of her son's immediate future.
"There's something about knowing that
you won't be able to see someone for a
while that makes you appreciate him," she
said. "I will write every day. Even though I
know he won't be able to write ao;; often, I'll
still be looking for iliose letters in the mail
every day just like every oth~r mom. And
I' II just wake up every morning and pray for
him."

The Murray State News is now
taking applications for the
following positions for the
2003-2004 school year:
N ews Ed i tor
College Life Editor
D es ign Editor
Sport s Ed i tor
Op i nion Editor
On-Line Editor
Ch i ef Copy Editor
Photo Ed i tor

Applications due
Wed. March 26
The Murray State News
1st Floor Wilson Hall

college Ufe editor: Kyser Lough
assJstant college life editor: Michael Driver
phone: 762-4480

.8
this \:veek
• friday
•Spring Break - Last
full day of classes
before Spring Break.

•saturday
•Spring
Break
Vacation begins at
noon. Classes resume
March 24.

• sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College back lobby, 9:15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

college life
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Annual -s tep show tonight
Sigma Phi fraternity. Its members have
been practicing their step routine for a
month with hopes that all their hard work
will pay off in the end.
"Last year, we didn't really give ourselves much time to prepare for the
show," Jon Rose, junior from Hardinsburg and member of Alpha Sigma Phi
fraremity, said. "I think we started practicing then about I0 days before the
show. This year, we have been practicing
for a month from three to five nights a
week. We have been working real bard
to have a good show."
Rose also said participating in the Step
Off is fun and that everyone who comes
to the show is guaranteed to have a good
time.
"It's just a fun time," Rose said. "Anyone who has ever come out to the show
.knows how much fun it is. It does cost
money, but it's all worth it. All the
money goes to a good cause."
Winters also said the Step Off is fun
for everyone involved, not just the competitors.
"The first year 1 was here at Murray, I
participated in the step show with an
independent group," Winters said. "Last
year, I went as a spectator, and this year
I am helping with the show. So, I have
been involved with all aspects of the
competition, and it's a fun show no matter what you are doing."
Winters said he hopes everyone comes
out to see the show and that 1t is a great
way to send students off for Spring
Break.
'1'he fact that the show is just before
Spring Break helps make the show big,·•
Winters said. ··we want to show students
a good time before they leave for Spring
Break. The show gives them the chance
to come out and have a good time, and
then they leave for their break on a good
note."
The Alpha Step Off is at 7 tonight in
Lovett Auditorium. Doors v.ill open at
6:30 p.m .. and admission is $5.

by J essica Higdon
staff writer
In the midst of midterms and Spring
Break preperations, some students have
worked hard to perfect their routines for
the Alpha Step Off 2003.
The Alpha Step Off is an annual com~
petition sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity.
Matthew Winters, Alpha Phi Alpha's
treasurer and public-relations representative, said stepping plays an important
role in what Alpha Phi Alpha is all about.
"Stepping is a part of our history,"
Winters said. "It was originally created
to tell .stories and make music with beat-;.
Now, stepping has become so mainstream that we like to step for entertainment. It is really a fun thing to do, and it
bring.-. competition and unity at the same
time."
The Step Off involves much hard
work on the part of both Alpha Phi
Alpha and the competing teams, Winters
said.
"Different members of our fraternity
have been working with the teams for a
while," Winters said. ''They coach them
and teach them how to step. We work to
critique the teams and teach the steps and
work and develop their routines. It's a lot
of hard work on both parts, but it's also
a lot of fun to watch when they compete
with each other."
MarTeze Hammonds. junior from
Murray and member of Alpha Phi Alpha,
has worked with two of the teams competing this year.
"I have been working with the Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity and the Racer
Girls." Hammonds said. ..My job as an
Alpha coach is to assist the teams. I teach
them the steps and strolls, and I also let
them be creative. I take their ideas and
help build a routine around them."
Winters said the Step Off is creating a
buzz around campus and that stullents
are anxious to see the show.

f
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Karri Wurth/The News

Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma practice their step routine for the Alpha Phi Alpha Step Off tonight.
"I have had so many people ~king me raised over $4,000 alone for the March
about the show all the time." Winters of Dimes, which is great because each
said. "Seriously, for the past week and a year the show seems to be getting bigger,
half, people have been constantly com- so maybe we will raise more money this
ing up to me asking about the show. I year."
think this year it is going to be huge."
Hammonds said the brothers of Alpha
The Step Off generated a substantial Phi Alpha were honored by their nationamount of money for Alpha Phi Alpha's al organization for their efforts.
philanthropy in past years, said Winters.
"Last year, our chapter of Alpha Phi
"Our fraternity has about six national Alpha was recognized for raising the
programs that we raise money for," Win- most money in the nation for the March
ters said. ''The money from the step of Dimes," Hammonds said. "We hope
show goes to help the March of Dimes. to raise even more money this year."
In the past three years. the Step Off has , The Alpha Step Off has undergone
been really succe~sful. Last year's show changes since it began two years ago.

and Winters said he believes the changes
have contributed to the success of the
show.
"We started the first year by just having independent groups compete, and it
turned out pretty well," Winters said.
'Then, the second year we invited (Interfraternity Council) fraternities and (Pan·
hellenic Council) sororities to compete
in the .show, and it was·bigger than the
first year. Now this year, we have all
three groups competing- the IFC. PHC,
some independent groups - so it keeps
getting bigger every year."
One participating team is Alpha

•monday
•Spring Break - No
Classes.

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

•tuesday

~----------------------,

ARSI WHAT ARE All THESE
PEOPU:1 DOIN8 IN MY OFFI CE?!

•Spring Break - No
Classes.
TRUST Me LADIES,
NOTHIN8 SHADY IS

WOULDN'T WANT
~-_......__,.,

•wednesday
•Spring Break - No
Classes.

ACROSS
1

5
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

22

•thursday
•Spring Break - No
Classes.

24
27
28

29
33
34
36
37
39
41

42
44
45
46
47
49

111111!!,..
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Mineral springs
Political policy
declarations
Fourth-down
option
Cinematic pet
detective
Sicilian peak
"Raiders of the
Lost Ark"
co-star
Cavity: suff.
Dutch
commune
Embers
Removes
restrictions
Fails to be
"Key_..

In a sluggish
way
Sign of the
future
Year in Lisbon
Throat guardian
What cons do
Hide processors
Military rank
External: pref.
Ore of lead
Those elected
British gun
Colonial black
cuckoos
Botch
Legjoint

50
51

55
57
58
61

62

63
64
65

Chinese
gambling game
Suspect story?
_ volente
Distribute
Debate hosts
Saharan
Itemized
analyses
Look after
With bated
breath
On pins and
needles

25
26
28
29
30
31

32
35
38

DOWN
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12

13
14

23

Conjectures
Play the
hypocrite
"Agnes Grey"
author
17"
Manufactures
Part of USMA
Sea nymphs
been had!
Marsh
Perform
Normandy
town
City south of
Moscow
Hershiser of
baseball
Without
Memory
method

40

SOME PERVERT

rl~E:~rnHrA:~~_IN_s_.____

SNEAKING IN AND
TAICIN8 A PEEK.

Pizza portions
Synthetic fiber
Mad
Ear: pref.
Performed the
functions of a
cleric
Making
textual
corrections
Jeanette Mac
Donald's
partner
Hody part
Persona
grata
Tibetan monk

43
48
49
50
51

52
53

54
56
59
60

Do little or
nothing
Prisoner
Scots' churches
"All That Jazz"
director
Dextrous
beginner?
Bereft
Caesar's last
date?
Suitor
Sea fliers
General work
of a computer
Digit on the
line?

The Weekly Crossword

Edited by wayne Robert Williams

TMSPuzzleeOaol.cam

Last week's solution
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this \veek
•music
1. Norah Jones - "Come
Away With Me"
2. 50 Cent - "Get Rich or Die
Try in'"
3. R. Kelly - "Chocolate Factory"
4. Dixie Chicks - "Home"
5. Philadelphia Freeway
"Freeway''
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Bringing Down the House
Starring Steve Martin
2. Tears of the Sun
Starring Bruce Willis
3. Old School
Starring Will Ferrell
4. Chicago
Starring Renee Zellweger
5. How to Lose a Guy in 10
Days
Starring Kate Hudson
Source: Associated Press

1. Robert C. Atkins- "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
2. John Grisham- "The
King of Torts"
3. J .D. Robb- "Portrait for
Life"
4. Robert C. Atkins
"Atkins for Life"
5. James Patterson with
Andrew Gross - "2nd
Chance"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.girlsgonewild.com
Tonight is the pay-p<?r-view Girls
Gone Wild spec1al live from
Panama City, Fla Check this site
for info on the event. Who

knows who you'll see?
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Songwriters showcase work
by Alicia Ray
staff writer
Michael Dinkins. freshman from
Memphis, Tenn., said he hopes to
write his own music someday.
Dinkins wao; able to team more
about music at the Songwriter's
Showcase last Tuesday in the Curris
Center Stables.
"I probably will try when I gel a
little more background in music,"
Dinkins said.
Dinkins said he wants to learn
about music to someday teach children the basics.
"Later on. I'd like to teach kids
music on the side for good will,"
Dinkins said.
David Dick. freshman from Hopkinsville, orgnni:r.ed the showcase
involving four solo and duo acts.
Dick said he hao; lived in areas
such as Nashville, Tenn., and Colorado where local musicians usually
play shows to expose their work to
the public.
"I needed to get out and play as
well," Dick said.
Dick said he thought acoustic
music and individual musicians
would be best for the event. He said
it was easier to work with individual
musicians than bands and much easier to organi2e.
''It's also easier for the audience

to pay attl!ntion," Dick
Calico Jack, said he
said. "Acoustic music
has been writing
is more soothing than
since his freshman
rock music. in this sit·
year of high school
uation specifically."
but started writing
Dick said he met the
this particular style
other three local
of music a year ago
anists at school, a
when the band
music store and in
formed .
Murray.
"I write about
The first act was
three or four (songs)
Monte Fisher, a guitar
a month, but I usualteacher from Murray
ly only end up keepwho has been playing
ing one or two of
music for 36 years.
those." Schweizer
Fisher graduated from
said.
Murray State with a
Schweizer said
history degree.
the band is bao;ed out
"This is what you
John Robison/ The News of Hopkinsville.
get from a history
The third act for
major," Fisher said ac; Monte Fisher, a guitar teacher from Murray, perfor ms the night, David
be stepped on stage.
at the Songwriter's Showcase on Thesday night.
Dick and his bass
Fisher jokingly told
player
Landon
Miller. also from Hopkinsville,
the audience his guitar wa~ magical. performance.
"I thought he was pretty good," played a song about the town.
"I didn't know it until after I got
"If you' ve ever been there, I'm
it, but this is a trick guitar," Fisher Hill said.
Hill said his favorite act of the sorry," Dick said.
said as he pulled a 4-foot silk cloth
night, though. W<L~ Calico Jack, the
After singing lyrics describing a
from the bottom of the six-string.
Fisher' s performance also showed second band to perform at the show- town's lack of change. with men
his comedic nature. During the mid- case. Hill said he had seen Calico who go to games, women who shop
dle of his song "Diddy-wy-diddy," Jack play in the past and liked them. at the mall and Amy who is going
"Recognition of some of the insane, Dick said, "I guess what I'm
he exclaimed, "Take it, me," before
performing a kazoo-sounding solo songs made it more enjoyable," Hill trying to say is, 'Visit Hopsaid.
with his lips.
kinsville."'
.
Chris Schweizer, senior from
Bamabus Hill, freshman from
David Galindez, freshman from
Memphis, said he enjoyed Fisher's Hopkinsville and lead singer for Memphis. Tenn., said Dick was the

reason he came to the concert.
"I really like Dave," Galindez
said. "I've played with him before. I
like Calico Juck. but 1 like him 1he
best so far. ·•
Dinkins said he also wns
impressed with Dick's talent.
' 'He's played a lot of swff that I
like that I've never seen anyone else
play.'' Dinkins said.
The last performance of the
evening was by Danny Granstaff, n
musician from Princeton.
"I ' ve been doing the style I do
now for about eight years, but I
started playing at about 13."
Gransraff said.
Granstaff, who works with families in crisis, said he would call his
current style ''classical fusion.''
Hill said Gntnstaff had a sound
and style that is unique compared to
most other acoustic musicians.
"I haven' t really heard a lot of
stuff like lhis," Hill said. "It's
good."
After Granstaff's last song, Dick
thanked the audience for attending.
"Overall, I think it went pretty
well.'' Dick said.
Dinkins also was satisfied with
the showcase.
"I enjoyed it," Dinkins said.
"Maybe if I have time (I'll get a
band started). It' d be a worthwhile
experience.''

Comedy Jam brings laughs to Lovett
by Alida Ray
sraff writer
Demetrick Westbrook, sophomore
Phi Beta Sigma historian from Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., said he and his fraternity brothers had hoped to sell out of
tickets to the BET Comedy Jam on Saturday night in Lovett Auditorium.
Westbrook said his fraternity
worked hard to put together and publici:r.e the show sponsored by Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity and Rrattler Entertainment
"We did a lot of pubbing," Westbrook said. "We were expecting a bigger turnout than that. but you just have
to deal with it"

Reggie Shaw, junior from Paducah,
said there were fewer than I00 people
in attendance.
"It wasn't really (a big turnout),"
Shaw said.
Shaw said the show featured comedians from BET's "Comic View" and
"DEF Comedy Jam."
Although attendance was low, Shaw
said the show was quite entertaining.
"Very entertaining comedians,"
Shaw said. "T wasn't familiar with
(either) of them. but they were good"
LaMonica Hunt, sophomore from
Paducah. said she had fun with her
friends at the event.
"We thought it wao; better than the
one last year," Hunt said. "The come-

Relax, Worship, Experience!
The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Suriday
at 8 p.m.

203 S. 4th St.

dians were great, especially Will
Sylvi'nce.''
Sylvince, a "Comic Viey," veteran
from New York, interacted well with
the audience, Hunt said.
''A lot of it hnd to do with his (Ulie
ot) props," Hunt said. "Because he had
visuals, you got into the things he was
talking about."
Shaw said Sylvince spoke about
recent events in his act.
"He was able to touch on important
issues. but with a lighter approach,"
Shaw said.
Westbrook also said he enjoyed
Sylvince's perfom1ance.
''He was crazy nutty," Westbrook
said. "He made me laugh real hard."

Also perfonning was B-Phlat. a
"Comic View" comedian from St.
Louis.
Hunt said she enjoyed B·Phlat's perfomlance. but Sylvince was a tough act
to follow.
"She was good." Hunt said. "But she
wasn't as good as Will.''
Westbrook said he was pleased with
the outcome of the show overall.
"For the si1.e crowd that showed up,
it was pretty good," Westbrook said.
"It wasn't really culturally biased or
(anything). Anybody could go and
laugh.''
Jenny Hahn/The News

l

Comedian Will Sylvince entertains at the BET Comedy Jam.
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GO to the Muscio makes Richmond personal
by Kristen Watson
staff writer

head of
the college

Oliver Muscio, professor in the department
of chemistry and college head of Richmond
Residential College, is obsessed with bon.~
and gardens, reads constantly and still ftnds
time to tend to the needs of hundreds of srudents.
After receiving his bachelor's degree at the
University of California in Berkeley and com~
pleting doctoral work at the University of California in Los Angeles, Muscio relocated to
Murray State, where he has been employed
for 27 years.
"I was looking for a change from the routine of cla.~sroom teaching and research that I
had done for 24 years," Muscio said. "I enjoy
being with srudents outside of the classroom,
and (serving as head of Richmond) provided
a great way to work with them to enhance
their Univecshy experience."
Danielle Parker, junior from Evansville,
Ind., and co-president of the Richmond Residential College Council, said Muscio has
achieved this goal.
"He supports us in everything we do,"
Parker said. "He comes to all our athletic
events and nearly all of our programs."
Muscio said the best part of his job is simply spending time with srudenL'I and helping
them with problenu;.
"Getting to know the (resident advisors)

In this eight-week
series, we take an upclose look at each of
the eight residential
college heads and how
they affect the lives of
students living in the
residence halls.
Week 2:
Richmond College

Jenny Hahn/The

Oliver Muscio, Richmond Residential College head, says be likes to think
of Richmond as a place "where everybody knows your name."
and RCC members of Richmond College, a'l
well as the other students active in residentialcollege life, has been very rewarding," Mu!lcio said. "One gains a whole new perspective
on the demands upon students that you just
don't get in the cla.'ISroom."
Muscio said the most challenging aspect of

his work involves finding ways to serve commuter students and involve them in Richmond
activities.
"He holds sessions for commuters where he
catches them up on infonnation about Rich~
mond," Kristin Gessner, senior from
Louisville, said. "He is wonderful, and be

sends out a newsletter via e-mail."
Parker also said Muscio encourages all
Richmond residenl'l ao; much as possible.
"Without him, I would not be able to do my
job nearly as well," Parker said. "You never
know what is coming with him. (Muscio) can
be serious one day or making jokes the next.
It is a nice break to have that."
Although Muscio regularly works in his
Richmond office and chats with students, he
said each day is unique and different
"Weekly, I meet with the (residence direc·
tor) and RA staff and with the RCC," he said.
"I regularly e-mail members of Richmond
College to help keep them informed of activities at the college. Right now, I am working
at recruiting and selecting students to serve as
freshman year leaders for next fall."
Muscio said Richdlond is like a second
home and that he. feels comfortable there.
He said his most memorable experience
with Richmond residents "was a team-building game of 'I Never' at a Richmond RA
retreat. ... I wiU say no more."
Although not certain of an exact time period, Muscio said he hopes to serve as Richmood College head for at least two or three
more years.
"In terms of number of residents, we are the
smallest residential college," Muscio said.
"That helps us fonn a tighlknit community:
We like to say that Richmond is a place
'where everybody knows your name.'"

Hootie a!ld the Blowfish missing past glory
by Michael Driver
assistant college life editor
Hootie and the Blowfish has
been around the block a few times.
However, following the success of
"Cracked Rear View," which sold
more than 16 million copies, the
record industry saw the response to
the band's next two albums as
lukewarm at best.
Hoorie and the Blowfish went on
a four-year hiatus after 1998's
"Musical Chairs," failed to gamer
a single hit, and lead singer Darius
rucker released a solid solo foray
into old-school R&B. Now, the
band has released a self-titled
album- a hint at the clean slate the
band is seeking,
'l'he album opens with "Deeper

Side," an up-tempo song. It
bounces along, blissfully unaware
of its own mediocrity, like most of
the music on the album. There is a
foot-tapping quality to the music,
but the harmonies of the band's
past releases have been discarded
in favor of Rucker's rugged baritone. With Rucker's vocals carrying the music, it is apparent some·
thjng is lacking.
Most of the songs sound aimed at
recapturing the Hootie and the
Blowfish of 1994, but the band
seems to have forgotten that a large
part of the appeal of "Cracked Rear
View" was that the band sounded
like it was having a good time
making the music. Now, Hootie
and the Blowfish sounds like any
other band trying to crank out hit

singles.
To that end, Hootie and the
Blowfish has a good chance of seeing success. Don Was, whose production credits include albums by
the Black Crowes, the Knack and
Roy Orbison, polished and produced the music with an expert ear.
The mixing is exceptional, as
Rucker's voice never gets drowned
out by the bustle of music behind
him, but the music never seems
overpowered either.
The first single, '"Innocence,''
has already seen moderate radio
play. but the competition in the
field of mellow pop is much stiffer
now than it was when Hootie and
the Blowfish debuted. With
younger faces such as John Mayer
already occupying the top spots in

the genre, it will likely be an uphill
battle for Hootie and the Blowfish
to regain mainstream popularity.
The best tracks on the album
come when the band tries something different from its traditional
folk -based approach to pop. "Little
Darlin'" has a country feel and is
refreshing when compared to the
tired and formulaic guitar strum~
ming of "The Rain Song." Other
highlights include "Space," the
song closest to recapturing the
sound of "Cracked Rear View,"
and the band shows its soulfu l side
on "Go and Tell Him (The Soup
Song)."
The rest of the tracks bog down
the album. "Tears Fall Down" is
both boring and generic. In what
may be the most emotional track

on the album, Rucker tries too hard
to keep his sometimes rough bari~
tone in check, and the musical
backing is minimal, leaving a bare~
bones ballad behind. Other tracks,
such as "Show Me Your Heart"
and ''I'll Come Runnin"' serve as
little more than filler to stretch the
track list out rather than make a
unique contribution to the feel of
the album.
Fans who have stuck with Hootie
and the Blowfish will probably
find much to like on th~ new
album, but the band has lost most
of its edge in an attempt to make a
more mature record.
Most of the music on Hootie and
the Blowfish's self-titled album
will be familiar to anyone who lis·
tened to the radio in the mid~ '90s,

and the simplicity of the songs can
be charming at times. However, the
music lacks substance, and the
album is often flat-out boring.
It is hard to accept an album of
such middling quality when almost
every track has been done better
elsewhere, mostly in Hootie and
the Blowfish's previous efforts.
The band still has more talent than
most but fails to put it to use on this
album.
Sadly, great production and a
couple of unique cuts cannot overcome the fact that the band sounds
like it is just going through the
motions rather than reminding
everyone why they sang along with
"Only WannaBe With You."
Grade: C
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Writer picks
potential
NBAchamps

by Chris Jung
sports editor

Trailing by three points
with three seconds remaining
in Friday's Ohio Valley Conference Tournament semifinal game, the Murray State
Racers (17 -12) got the ball
into the hands of the man
who had created magic previously.
Attempting to recreate his
half-court buzzer.:beater that
upended Tennessee State in
2000, senior forward Antionc
Whelchel got the exact shot
he wanted - but it was too
short. Whelchel's d~spera
tion 3-pointer from midcourt
missed by several feet, sending the Racers home with a
59-56 overtime loss to Austin
Peay.
''I thought we played hard
for 45 minutes, but unfortunately we lost to a very good
team tonight," Head Coach
Tevester Anderson said.
"Austin Peay's been doing
things all year long to win
games just like that one, and
they did it again tonight."
The Governors nearly
ended MSU's hope for an
overtime with a 3-pointer;
however,
the
attempt sailed
over

While it's true that I don't follow the
NBA as closely as the NFL, and
nowhere near as closely as professional
baseball, I do watch and will throw in
my two cents now. Here are candidates
that, in my opinion, have a chance at a
championship title, from the least likely
to the most likely.
No.6- Detroit Pistons. They're here
because someone has to come out of the
East, and it might as well be Detroit.
None of the top teams in the East can
play with any of the top-five teams in
the West, and. it's
really just a crapSports ••
shoot as to which
team is the best from
Detroit,
Indiana,
New Jersey. Boston,
II'!.·
, , . . . . Philadelphia
and
New Orleans. Why
do I pick Detroit?
Because I am a Ben
Wallace fan, that's
1. .•• ;'- .
why. He's undersized .and can· t score
but plays as hard as
~
anyone in the NBA,
and isn't that Afro
just tremendous?
No. 5 - Dallas
Nick
Mavericks. It pains
Batts
·m e to say this, as
Dallas is my favorite
"None of the NBA team (I don't
top teams in have the blind loyalty and devotion to
the East can the Mavs like I do to
play with the Cubs or the
I just like the
any of the Dues;
way they play), but
Dallas is too soft on
top-five
defense to win the
teams in the title. They might be
West, and it's able to outscore
really just a enough teams to
sneak as far as the
crapshoot as finals, but that
would be about it.
to which
Dirk Nowitski will
team is the have to get bot for
best from them to make any

or.alk

~·

sports editor: Chris Jung
assistant sports editor: Amanda Lee
phone: 762-4468
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the basket, keeping the score
locked at Sl-51.
In overtime, the Racers
quickly fell behind !55-51, but
a layup by junior forward
Cuthbert Victor capped a 5-0
MSU run with 1:19 remaining. The stretch gave the

Racers a 56-55 lead. APSU
regained a 58-56 lead with 20
seconds left in the extra peri-

od.
After an MSU timeout, the
Racers ran a play designed
for Victor to receive the ball
inside. Victor, who scored a
game-high 22 points, made a
move to the basket and contacted white attempting to go
up for a shot: The ball came
loose and was recovered by
Peay with four seconds to go.
No foul was called.
"It's up to the ref to make
the call,'' Victor said. "I took
the ball up hard and felt like I
got fouled. But that's not my
call to make.''
Anderson also said he
believed Victor got fouled on
the shot.
••1 thought Victor was
fouled," Anderson said.
"That was definitely a turning point in the same. I feel
like if it goes the other way,
we have a chance to win the
game. Down the stretch, I felt
like there were a few calls
that didn't go our way."
APSU's
Anthony
Davis converted 1-of-2
free-throw attempts following
the
MSU
turnover, setting the
stage for Whelchel's
shot. With

the miss, high expectations
and hopes of NCAA Tourna-

ment success were dashed.
Senior center James Singleton played in his final
game as a Racer and turned
in another double-double.
Earning his 17th overall on
the season, Singleton had I 0
points and 15 rebounds in the
losing effort. Junior guard
Rick Jones dropped in 11
points of his own and went 3of-10 from the 3-point line.
Junior guard Chris Shumate did not play as tbe result
of a broken finger. Utilizing a
rare zone defense, Peay
forced the Racen to play
from the perimeter, and Jones
was unable to carry the load.
"We really missed Shumate toniaht," Anderson
said. "In a situation like that.
he's what you call a 'zonebuster.• With Shumate on the
court, that gives us a double
threat from the wings, which
makes it tougher on. defenses
to cover us. He can really
split a zone and get us shots."
The mixed crowd at the
Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville, Tenn.. !law
12 lead changes and 11 ties
throughout the course of the
contest.
MSU was held to a 33.9
shooting percentage (20-of59) from the field and shot
64.7 percent (11-of-17) from
the free-throw line. There
were no Racer free-throw
attempts in overtime.
"I thought that tonight's
game came down to two
main things," Anderson said.
'We gave up key offensive rebounds late
in the game, and
we missed several
freet h r o w
opportunities.

Detroit, Indi_
- ..,...not'liiMiselldtin-.;t..,h'etl""P~la~y~o~ffl)ls...,. ....t,....•..,...,..,
ana,
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by Chris Juoa
sports editor

Most young boys in wesfa'n Kentucky
grow up with dreams of making a buzzer-

beating jump shot in a basketball game or
catching a game-winning touchdown.
However, Clint Dardc:n's &oals and aspimtions have always been a bit skewed. After
training in martial arts for many years, Darden, senior from Murray, took up weightlifting as a hobby. Eventually his hobby
became a daily routine and a passion.
Darden's passion developed his build,
muscle tone and strength. Then several years
ago, an advertisement in a strength publication caught his eye. That advertisement
changed the course of his life.
"About two years ago, I saw in a magazine that there was a guy having a strongman
contest in McKenzie, Tennessee," Darden
said. ''When I got there, I had never seen
anything ~fore except for what's on TV,
but I just happened to do really, really well,
and that qualified me to compete in nationals
in 200 J. I competed t1!ere and did fairly well
for my weight class. lt just kind of took off
since; it became something that 1 fell in love
with."
Following two years of constant training
and competitions, Darden has accomplished
a feat within the sport that is reserved for
only 36 other people in the United States.
With his first-place finish at the 2003 XTreme Strongman Showdown in Boston,
Darden was eligible to advance to professional status.
"1 am really' excited," Dlliden said. "I'm
starting at the bouom again. But this time,
I'm starting at the bottom of 37 instead of at
the top of 1,000. There are about 1,000 amateur strongmen nationwide. Out of those,
about six or seven have the opportunity to go
professional. From there, only three or four
compete on that national level."
Darden's journey within the strongman

boards.

No. 1 - Los Angeles Lakers. They
have struggled somewhat this year, but
here are two good reasons why the Lakers are going to win it all for a fourthconsecutive time: I. Kobe can't be
stopped and 2. Shaq can't be stopped.
By anyone. Ever.

Nick Balls is a staff writer for "The
Murray State News. "
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OVC Men's Basketball
Touma...t Results

Overall
23-7
20-9
20-12
17-12
14-15
14-14
11-19
11-19
2-25

y-Austin Peay
13-3
Morehead State 13-3
Tennessee Tech 11-5
9·1
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
9·7
Tennessee-Martin 7-9
SEMO
5-11
Eastern Kentucky 5-11
Tennessee State 0·16

OVC Tournament Semifin.ls
No. 4 Murray State 56
No. 1 Austin Peay 59
No.3 Tennessee Tech 88
No. 2 Morehead State 71
OVC Tournament Finals
No. 1 Austin Peay 63
No.3 Tennessee Tech 57

y-OVC Tounumrent ~ion

r

ever seen."
Now that Dardea bas 0\lercomc the odds
to become a professional strongman. his
eyes are set on a different objective.
"The ultimate goal would be to win the
World's Strongest Man contest. wbicb is on
ESPN," Darden said. "Basically you have to
go to one of the top-four conteiiS in the
country and place in the top five. 1f you
place top five in one of those contests. you
get to compete in the professional nationals,
which is held in August every year. If you
place in top five there, you are invited to ~
to the World's Strongest Man. It's amazingly difficult''
Darden said the support of those close to
him has been essential to his success.
Despite their initial skepticism. Darden's
parents are his No. I fans.
1be night before my fli'St contest. I was
real nervous," Darden said. "My mom was
like, 'Don't do it, don't worry about it- just
stay here and train.' I went to the contest and
did great, and she had a blast. When we got
home, she printed out all these pictures and
put them in a photo album and left a big
space in the back and said, 'Now this is for
the rest of the contests that you're going to
do.'"
Darden said his parents were especially
excited when he announced that he was
going pro

ovc w...n's Basketball

amr_

ll-pohlt~

Final Standlnp
ovc

Overall

y·Austin Peay
16-0
SEMO
11-5
Eastern Kentucky 10-6
Morehead State 9-7
Tennessee-Martin 9·7
Tennessee Tech 6-10
Eastern Illinois
5-11
Murray State
4·12
Tennessee State 2·14
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Karri Wurth/The News

Murray State senior Clint Darden moves a 475-pound tire while tnlnlng at his
home. Darden receatly qualified to be one of 37 U.S. professional strongmen.
"In Boston, as·soon as I found out that I "Any professional athlete has someone
won. I called my mom on a friend's cell behind them. It's expensive to go to contests.
phone and told her, I said, 'Mom. I did it - I Some of the locations include Boston,
won. Your son's a professional athlete,"' Miami, Las Vegas and Los Angeles.1bey're
Darden said. "She started yelling and all a long ways away. and you don't just get
screaming and crying all at once. They're there, especially as a college student. We
real excited My dad has now found out that
be can learn about strongman on the Internet. Tiley show the World's Strongest Man
contest every day now, so he watches it and
the events that I'll be doing. He'll say, 'Now
Clint, when you do this, you need to tum
your hands this way."'
As a professional, Darden will need even
more training, and travel will be essential to
his success. With a regular college student's
financial situation, however, Darden said he
is in search of secondary sources of income.
"I am looking for sponsors." Darden said.

OVC Women's Basketball
T01111181M111 Realts

27-3
19-11
18-11
16-12
13-16
12-17
6-22
8-20
4-22

OVC Tournament Semifinals
No. 1 Austin Peay 73
No. 4 Temessee·Martin 58
No.2SEM078
No. 6 Terinessee Tech 65
OVC Tournament Firuals
No. 1 Austin Peay 85
No.2SEM061

y-OVC Tour1111mn11 chtlmpion
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(Left) Head Coach Tevester Andenon
directs his team during a dmeout In
the March 7 59-56 <OVertime loss to
Austin Peay.

field bas not always been g.I8!JIOCOUI. As an
amateur Slrongman living in Murray, Darden bas not always had the advantages of
ocher stronamen.
••As an 8108lCUr, I've never made a dime;•
Dankln said. ''There are a lot of people who
Jd to compete in real nice. fancy gyms with
tbe top-Of-~line equipment. best of conditions. 1 train in part of a one-car garage with
no heal. no air conditioning. no insulation.
My squat .racks are 255-galloo steel drums.
Everything I do is just basic and limple, so
when I go to a contest. I feel like rve got my
hands on the best piece of equipment I've

.

..

(Above) Marray State junior forward
Cuthbert VIctor was named to the
OVC AU-Tournament Team with his

Ryan Brooks/The News

Darden becomes 37th U.S. strongman

carried by just one
guy, there are worse
choices than Kevin Garnett. another 7footer who runs the floor like a guard.
Minnesota is a trendy pick right now
and for good rea'lon. With Garnett scoring 23 a night and grabbing 10-plus
boards a game and doing all of the other
little things, you dpn't need too much
help, just a couple of shooters. How
about Wally Sczerbiak and Troy Hudson? Sure, they'll do.
No. 3 - Sacramento Kinp. Many
experts have them as the favorites this
year, but I don't see it happening. They
can score, like the Mavs, and they have
a little tougher defense than Dallas, but
are not good enough to stop my top
picks. Chris Webber is tremendous but
sometimes disappears down the stretch.
If the Kings want to finish what they
feel they started last year, they will need
someone else to step up in the clutch.
Peja Stojakovic wiU have to fill that
void if the Kings want to win it all.
No. 2 - San Antonio·Spurs.-The most
underrated team in the league. Tony
Parker is turning into one of the best
point guards in the league. Plus, they
have Tim Duncan. who many people
would say is the best player in the
league. Timmy just keeps to himself,
scoring 25 a night and pulling down 13

OVC Men's Final
Basketball Standings

We're a 71-percent freethrow shooting team, but
tonight we ddt't reach that
level, and it may have been
the difference in us winning
and losing."
Victor was the lone Racer
named to the 2003 OVC AllTournament Team. The
semifmalloas eliminated any
chance of an NCAA Tournament berth for MSU and
ended the season for the

..

be 7-reet

be able to play like a
Jersey,
guard?
Boston,
No. 4- Minnesota
TlmberPhiladelphia wolvea. Sure,
it's a
and New
oae-JQan show here,
Orleans." . but if you must be

Jl
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know what money's like. Macaroni and
cheese is my friend. There is such a need for
sponsors. That is going to be the one thing
that is going to take me to the next level."
Regardless of the public's stereotypes of
professional strongmen. Darden is extremely humble and said he realizes he could not
have made it on his own.
"I would definitely like to thank God, my
family, my girlfriend. Nef1. and the members
of www .elitefitness.com for all of their support,'' Darden said. "1 would not have earned
my pro card without any of them."

ovc Baseball

ovc Baseball

Standings

Schedule

Austin Peay
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Illinois
SEMO
Morehead State

Overall
7-6
5-5

5·5
3-3
3-5
2-4
3-7
2·8

March 15
Indiana State @ Eastern Kentucky
(dh), 11 a.m.
Akron@ Murray State (dh), noon
Cleveland State@ Morehead State,
1 p.m.
Austin Peay@ Upscomb, 2 p.m.
Dayton @Tennessee-Martin (dh), 2
p.m.
Youngstown State @Tennessee
Tech,2p.m.

.J
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Men's basketball players receive
All-Ohio Valley Conference honors

OVC Action
...... Basketball

Men's basketball players were honored by
the Ohio Valley Conference the day before
playing in the semifinals of the OVC Championships on March 7 in Nashville.
Senior center James Singleton was named
to the All-OVC First Team. He led the Racers
in scoring with 15.1 points per game and
was the leading rebounder in the OVC, averaging 10.9 rebounds per game. Singleton
had 17 double-doubles this season in 29
games.
Singleton joins three returners to the AllOVC First Team after being named to the
Second Team last season.
Junior forward Cuthbert Victor also
received conference recognition when he
was named to the All-OVC Second Team.
This is his first appearance on an Ali-OVC
team.
Victor averaged 15 points and 7.9
rebounds per game (17.2 and 9, respectively,
in OVC games).
Morehead State's Ricky Minard was ·
named OVC Player of the Year.

Mad4
Austin ...., 83
Eastern Kentucky 80
MorehNciSbde91
Southeast Mlssourt 84
Ter.atiiHTtch76
Tennessee-MIIrtin 62

Murny Sbde 74
£altern lllnols 63

MMr:h 7
Austin Peay 59
Mlmay Sbde 56 1011

Tennessee Tech 88
MorehNcl state 71
Women's Batketbllll

Mllrcb 4
Austin Peay 75
...,.., Sbde 54

Ohio Valley Conference honors
MSU's Schnakenberg. Tnnnblee
Senior forward Beth Schnakenberg and
freshman post Lori Trumblee received OVC
honors March 6 after closing out the season
with a loss to Austin Peay in the first round
of the OVC Championship Tournament.
Schnakenberg was named to the AU-OVC
Second Tc.1m. She finished fourth in the conference in scoring with 17.2 points and 6.8
rebounds per game. Schnakenberg had six
double-doubles during the season.
Trumblee was named to the All-OVC
Freshman Team for her performance in her
first season with the Racers. She had four
double-doubles and averaged 9.6 points and
5.8 rebounds per game. Trumblee shot 50.5
percent from the field. She blocked 31 shots
this season, earning her the fifth spot on the
Murray State single-season blocked-shot list.
Austin Peay's Brooke Armistead was
named OVC Player of the Year.

Ringwald becomes season's first
OVC Pitcher of the Week
Senior left-hander Craig .Ringwald was
named Ohio Valley Conference Pitcher of
the Week for his performance with the Thoroughbreds through March 9.
Ringwald is 2-1 in his three appearances

Ten~~eS~H-Martln80

Monhud state 75

.

Ryan Srooks!The News

Austin Peay junior forward Adrian Henning listens as the crowd cheers t be G overnors during t he Ohio Va lley
Conference fin als. Austin Peay won the OVC C ha mpionship on Sat urday in Nas hville, defeating Tennessee Tech
63-57. T he victory gives the Governors an automatic seat in tbe NC AA Tournament, which begins M a rch 20. Murray State, seeded fourth, was d efeated 59-56 by Aus tin Peay in overtime during the OVC semifinals March 7.

Southeast Mlaourt 79
Ealen . . . . 76
TenneaeeTICII67
Euten Kentucky 65

Blteblll
MMch9

this season and has 18 strikeouts and six
walks in just over 13 innings of play. He led
Murray State to an 18-1 victory against
Wright State on Sunday with seven strikeouts. Ringwald allowed no earned runs in
more than 10 innings of play.
The 'Breds will kick off a four-game series
against Akron at 2 p.m. Friday at Reagan
Field.

Men's goH travels to UTM,
Racers win Tri-State Classic
The men's golf team, led by freshman Will
Cox, won the Tri-State Oassic on March 3-4.
Tennessee-Martin hosted the event.
Cox had the best performance of his career
with the Racers, shooting 77-72-69 for a
three-round score of 218 to tie for third over-

all of 57 golfers. Senior Brandon Henson and
freshman Kyle Shirley tied for sixth overall
with total scores of 219.
Murray State was tied for sixth of 10 teams
after the first round of competition but went
on to shoot 282 in the final round to clinch
first place.
The men's golf team will travel to Fort
Myers, Fla., this weekend to compete in the
Gulf Coast Invitational.

Pace leads women's golf team
to victory in Lady Racer Classic
The women's golf team claimed a firstplace finish at the Lady Racer Classic held
Monday and Tuesday at Miller Golf Course.
MSU freshman l~Anne. Pace..clai~ the
individual title, placing first of 47 players.

The team shot a totaJ score of 647, 23 shotc;
under second-place Tennessee Tech. Nine
teams competed in the tournament:
Pace, in her first collegiate tournament,
came in one under par in the final round
with a score of 71. She claimed first place by
seven strokes. Pace's two-day total was 147.
Sophomore April Steenbergen finished
fourth overall after leading the first round of
play. Senior Kelly Wren finished sixth, and
junior Nikki Orazine and sophomore Ashley
Kelbough tied for lOth.
The women will next compete at the Jacksonville State Chris Bannister Classic on
March 17·18 in Gadsden, Ala.

Entem Kentucky 19
Northem-..4
Southeast louisiana 14
T..........atart8
Murny st.te 18
Wrtpt st.te 1

Soutbem Mlstlalppi14
5cMIIheat . . . . 2
Butler 6
Austla Peay 2

Tennessee Tech 3
Browl1

Spcwh. Brkjly is compilrd by assistant sports editor Amanda Lee.

POSITIONS AVAILABL'E IN THE SENATE
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY
TREASUREF.l

(3) THREE SENATORS FROM:
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES & HUMAN SERVICES
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES, ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

(2) TWO SENATORS FROM:
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

(8) SENATORS AT LARGE
Above positions to be voted on by MSU students currently enrolled. Election will be held Tuesday, April 15 at 9
a.m. till Wednesday , April 16 at 9 a.m. Voting will be on-line and you must have a PIN number to vote. The
voting may be suspended from approximately 5-9 p.m . due to the main frame being down.
Applications can be picked up at the SGA office. The form must be returned to the SGA office by **NOON ON
TUESDAY, APRIL 1.** Candidates or a non-candidate representative MUST attend a candidates' meeting,
TUESDAY, APRIL. 1 AT 4 P.M. IN THE CURRIS CENTER THEATER. 3RD LEVEL OF THE CURRIS CENTER. Failure
to do so w i ll result in that candidate's withdrawal from the election. candidates may contact the SGA
office with questions.
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'Breds take two of three from WSU
Rebout's grand slam, six RBis
lead MSU in rout of Wright State
by Daniel Heath
contributing writer

,.-,.
. . ..,;-_.,....ioio____

~:::;.,..;.;...~.,......~..,.iii!M,..._,..,.,

The Thoroughbreds ended their season-opening I 0-game homestand at
Reagan Field on Sunday afternoon.
MSU slugged 20 hits along with 16
RBis to defeat Wright State University
18-l. Sunday's win edged the 'Breds up
to 5-5 on the season and 2-1 against the
Raiders.
The 'Breds also split a doubleheader
with Wright State on Saturday, drqpping
the first game 7-5. but winning 10-8 in
the second game.
Wright State's one run came in the
f•rst inning and was the product of an
early throwing error, and the Raiders
were only able to generate six hits during the next eight innings.
Working on the mound for the 'Breds
was senior left-bander Craig Ringwald,
junior right-hander Kyle Perry. freshman right-bander Billy Fares and senior
right-hander Kevin Moulder. Murray's
pitching quartet struck out 13 batters
and allowed four walks.
The 'Breds were strong on the offensive end as well. Sophomore left fielder
Geoff Kirksey knocked in Murray's
first run with a double to right center
field . Fellow sophomore third baseman
Alex Stewart followed with a single up
the middle that earned MSU two more
runs.
' The Raider defense managed to hold
off the 'Breds offense in the second
inning. The 'Breds struck back in the
third. Junior designated hitter Matt
Rebout started the melee with an RBI
double down the right-field line. Kirksey and Stewart contributed a single
each. Wright State brought in a relief
pitcher, but then allowed two more hits

and two more RBis, leaving the bases
loaded for Rebout.
On his second trip to the plate in the
third inning, Reboot hit his fir:-.t home
run and grand slam of the season.
"I knew I hit it prelty good, but I figured I just had a double," Reboot said.
"Sometimes you need a breakout game to
get you started. and then you can keep
rolling."
Rebout went 3-for-4 at the plate with
six RBis. Also contributing were Stewart, who went 4-for-5 including three
RBis, and Kirksey, who was 3-for-6 at
the bat with one RBI. Senior first baseman Brett McCutchan. fre~hman designated hitter Jared AUsbrooks. senior
catcher Charlie Ward, freshman catcher
Bo Baxter, freshman right fielder J. D.
Merritt and freshman shortstop Ike Bridwell had one RBI each.
"I think it will help us out knowing that
we can score 18 runs," Stewart said.
'That really boosted our confidence."·
Head Coach Mike Thiekc said he was
pleased with the team's performance.
"We are beginni ng to swing the but better, and our timing is getting better,"
Thieke said. "We put the ball in play
hard several times, and when you do that,
you arc bound to get some hits."
The 'Breds were in action Tuesday,losing 14- 12 a t Memphis. McCutchan was
5-for-5 with two home runs in the losing

effon.
MSU wiJJ face Akron in its next four
games. beginning at 2 p.m. Friday at
Johnny Reagan Field. The 'Breds will
continue play against the Zips in a doubleheader with game one scheduled for
noon Saturday.
Akron stays in town and will play the
'Breds for a final time at 1 p.m. Sunday
to complete the four-game series.

Jenny Hahn/The News

(Left) M urray State junior designated hitter Matt Rebout goes 3-for-4, including three runs, six RBis a nd a gr and slam. during the T horoughbreds' 18-1
victory against Wright Statt- on Saturday.
(Above) Members of the ' Breds congratulate each other after scoring a ru n in
S:-turday's l 0-8. victory. The win split the afternoon doubleheader as MSU
ended Its I 0-game homestand with an even record of 5-5.

Classifieds
FOR

SALE

CURRF..NT FA.SHIO~S. c.'OOI.Y
gnmcnt ckxhing for men, women & chUdrl!n. The b~ t.Xn'\ignmcnt/resalc:
&on: in the: Mid.'lnulh. THE .o.N~'WFR.
.321 M.lln Strt.-et, llmton, Ky (2711) <,rf.
1078 Open 6 days a v.~k 10 ll.m-5
Rl!ll«) TO

Rm.
P.~croRY DIRF.<.:r WOLFF TAN·
NTNG
REDS
fmm
Paymcm~

S2S/Moruh FREE Color \.:uatog OIU
today 1..goo.a.j2-13l0
CO.\fPLETF. DIRECH)RY OF KEN TIJCKY NI:WSPN'ERS is ;~vail3bl..: for
S25 from KmruckY Press A.'iSOCiatlon.

A GREAT

OPPORlllNITY.
intc:mct busin~. Complete training Sln;tlt investnu:nt
reg_uared Free computet~ 1-888-3142·
4640 e:o:t. 2483. www gsv.money·

wayz.com.

A11'ENTION, Work from any klCltion.
!Jp to SI50(}$10,0m/mo. !'an ume or
full-time. Worll :uouild )'OUr sdledule
Free tr.linin$1. P:lid \':lc.::ttions. C1U for free
b<xlklti, l.fllll.-573-3J.!4. www workath·

<lfllCtolx'<.~lnlt:WeJhhy.<·lnn.
REST
INC0~1E
OPPORTIJNnYSlOO,()()().. fu,t y~r p<Xenlbl. Serious,

rnll t.aoo.AA 1-1S40 ext. 'l7"i1.

liELP WANTED

101 Consumer L:inc, Frankfon. KY

·~()(J(J I . l'm-c mdud<:~ shipping and
, hJIXIIing
FREF. 2 ROOM DIRF.C'ITV SYSTEM
lNCI.ODING
INSTAU.ATION!
3
months Fm: 1-ffiCl & Cinemax-566
value! Acc.'C$11 225+channds\ Dt!!lt:ll•

qu:Jiity pktmc/~ounJ
Pacbge~
$31 99Hno tJmited otrer I·S00.208-

>IM7
.!l!. •10, 70, 1UClK.imo. Lcam hmv tn turn
• }'(!Ur yc:u1y iiK.'Ume 10111 your mnmhtv
mcome. Noc MLM NQ selling. Senou5
l>nty <::all 1-li!J0.881·1<;40 l'XlOO.Yl

RUS!N~S

St.1n )'UW own

]O•n the ~tuthWO<XI.~ W:1y anl.i have
the best $ummer or your life! S<l\Jth·
woods, u ,~..ed tes1denti:ll summer
t:unp '" the Adirondack r.toumaln.~ of
N~..•w York, b St"t:klng F.N'IlHNASllC,
lwdwnokln". anu PONI.OVlNG coun·
sdors to help m.-ate AN AMAZING
Sli\L... ER for a ch1ld. BenefilS of' work·
lng al :itmth.,.,uuds. indude Sabry.
'lhwl, Ruom, llo:u'll, lilllndry anu
much morel Fo1 more 1nfc• ~
"'"'""' soutl!woods.com or caU llR!I 4·4·

weeks.

AVON-Entrepreneur w.tnted. MuM lx
" 'illing 10 '1\'ork v. hencver vou V.'llnl.
tx rour o"n
und cn,oy unhmit·
l'\1 c-o~ming.~. Lt.'t's talk , f!f!H-942-'1053
DELTA TRUCK DRIVING ACADEMY·
16 Day COL AND liA1/MA1' TRAIN·
lNG. Free Job-Placement 8t Rt:frc.,her
Cout'l>Cs Tr.IVel for :1 IMng. 1~00-HH~

MYSTI:.RY SHOPPER 1\EEDEO Apply
online at ww•·•~~rel,hopnct.com
IDEAL Gtrn hy Friendly has openings
for party plln ad\'isors, Call about our
NEW Manager Progr.un_ Decor, G•lt•,
Toy!l, Ca.!.h, Tnfl,'l. Rrt'Oglllllon. 1-80041!8-4875 www.frir:ndlytiomc com,
SALE.-; :1W'f1IS "-;tnt•'l.l b k>Cill dre:1 a•llinH
an S'IUll !Jusirlc.'iei. High wecidy l~
mis.-.lons ft.r inJenerxlent :uxt ~

0171 DELTAACADEMY.COM
DRIVER-Frcl.ltht'5 tllO\ing! Fbdx:d drl·

~12

,\tnst Weekt•ndO.. \.ie.ols,

.-.ale>~non.

Calf f)l,~, U';lvt.'f\ 0 502or Email c.lc!nnis.cr.IVen®:K<'I..."\$-

commaJm
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TOBACCO WORKERS NEEDED April
15th, 200.3 to j:muary 31. l004 $7.07
per hour. Guaranteed 75% of the
workd:IV" of the employment pt·riod
Toob, and c:quipmt:.nt provided "'ith·
out C06t. Free htll.l.>ing provided to
those livmg beyonu the recn~iting .Jrc:;l
Paid trJn.,ponatlun and sulll>l.~t<·nrc
CXp<!f\Sc.'li to work Slte to non-n:sklcnt
v.orkers when 5(J)() of the COntr:la IS
completc.-d, Apply to Dcp.utment for
Employment ~IVkc.""i, !OtXl W. Main
Stn:el, Sulle tt 'i, G1:0rgctown. KV

nd'tlcd: 'o1gn">n Bonus. Home
IAJdging,

~rrarupon;uion

6 months expc:rit!flte
l'alUiml M·F, 7:a-5p; Sat. 8.1-i2p. 800441-4271 ext.·ETij'i
A'!TEN'nON: t<; Day COl. Truinlng
Tup N:ulon:d Carriers "re hiring our
~-

Eam $1,000 - $2,000 for your Student
Group in Just I hounl
College fundra1sm;; made Simple. Safe and Free
Multiple fundrats,ng options &vatlable. No carwashes. No raffles. Just ~uccessl
Fundraislng dates are fiU•ng quiCkly, Get with the programs that. world

eS!!JipUS

4{),~2-f.

$S$WEEI\LYSS5 D1.stnhutlng merch;jn·
UL-;e on eRay. We supply pro<lu<1: No
Inventory. No e~JX.-rlcnn.• reqwrt.-d
can tod:l)• [(){ more info. l-800-'i68t6.36 Ext. 476J

Yuur Tmsted Source for College Fundraising.

888-923-3238 • www.campusfundraiser.com

Looking for a New or
Different Job? Look no
further than Patti's 1880's
Settlement in Grand
Rivers, KY!

Take a One Hour Vacation from
the Winter Blah ·s
Treat yourself or a loved one to 11 break from the winter blah's. We offer
one hour and 30 minute massage sessions. We also offer Herbal Body
Wraps and Gift Certificl!tes are always available. Please call Sheila, lesa,
Carla or Holly for your appointment.

• End of Year Bonuses
• Flexible Schedule
• Excellent Employer Referals
Hir.lng For Summer Season of 2003
Startina March

~"~'t +laa~n

Applications can be piCked

or E-mail at pattis11~111Cthcls.rlet

Area

For

767-0045
"Wiiere £Veryone Veserves a

If you would like to voice your
opinion in the paper. please
submit your commentary
(500-700 wds.) by
Wednesday at 10 a.m. to:
email:
thenews@ murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175
phone: 762·4468 or 4480

1

One Jlour •Vacation. »

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Countr Square • Murra

Any announcements to be
placed in campus briefly
or the calendar need to be
turned in by Tuesday
at 5 p.m.
email:
thenews@ murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175
phone: 762-4468 or 4480

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FRtE
with MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C2003 Blocl>buster Inc.
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No c:xpc:rienoe necos:~ry!

L::am to drive and eam big bucks plus
benefit,. t -!100-607·.:1~5.
C.A TCii YOU ON TIHi FUP H.OP-<:01
IS now hirong rompany "OI>.ner Oper·
:nor> ·s•nglc:> an<! Team~ "load< ""llh
nul~ av.ui:Jble munediatelyl A.,k abou1
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CD

•

WiF"d

our spouce-tr.•ining progro~m. C:ttl I·
80Q.CFI·DRIVE "-""W.cftdrive.com
CDL·DRIVER..()pportunity A'l\'3it..l Be
your own bos.~ with our l.e:I.Se Pur·
chase Program! low payments! Gre-o~t
hometune and fre1ghtl Average
$ 91/l(lllded mile! Call Tony or lustin I·
~767.691!! CR.'tT 'tian Expedited.
DRI\'F.R..COVENANT TRANSPORT·
Hiring Experienced TeafTL'I, Solos and
Tr.Uners. 0/Q.Soto,rre:~m• 83¢. We
are looking fi>r experienced tc-.un~ to
NO priOriI)' dispatch . Call I .!J!l8.
MORf.·PAY (1~7·3729)
DRIVER/0\VII:F.R OPERATORS. $2000
S•gn .()n Bonus C:tll tod.ty Sian Mon·
clay! Gw-11 freiJ!ht/milc~. Mu.st have
COL-A und 1 ye;~r OTR \.all 800473·
SSIH or apply online www.roberson·
driver5.com.EOE.
DR!VER.S·Our lop dnver e-Jmed
$4,SOOhnondl, slt.':~ily freight for $h'ady
pay. New equipment aniV!nR. 9<m no
toUCh. Owner Operntors Wekomc:
USA Tru\:k 1!00-237-1642.
DR!VFR.~TRAC1'0R TRAII.ER •Ne"-'
,\fodcl Conventlon:d ft:lllClno "Qwlil)•
Home Tune •fuU Benefits 'Region:ll &
OTR Poiitions NO srum:NTS, ARr.tlC
EXl'RllSS. Hilllml, OH 43026. 1·81.'K~9Z7·
0431. '«'WW.Al<C11CF.Xl'Rl-:<;S COM

tsJI~~
Pet Sitting

House Sitting

WE WILL TEND
Fidos, r~lines, Fish, F~athercd Fncnd:>,
as wdl as any other Furr)' or
non.furry critters in th~r ov.'Tl
home environment.

Shawn Maxwell

753·6147

Clto;sifleds v.<>rk C:ill 762-+178 for info.

.JUST STA R TING
IN T H E REAL
WORLD?
*Money
*Benefits
*Training
All for as l ittle ns 1
weekend a month
a nd 2 weeks a yenr!
Y OU CAN

have it a ll !
1-80 0- GO- GUARD

or
www. 1800Go0uauf.\jom

KY Army
National Guard

